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This article analyzes the conflicts and distributional effects of efforts to restructure food supply chains in India. Specifically, it examines how large retail corporations are presently attempting to transform how fresh produce is produced and distributed in the “new” India—and efforts by policymakers, farmers, and traders to resist these changes. It explores these conflicts in West Bengal, a state that has been especially hostile to supermarket chains. Via an ethnographic study of small producers, traders, corporate leaders, and policymakers in the state, the article illustrates what food systems, and the legal and extralegal rules that govern them, reveal about the organization of markets and the increasingly large-scale concentration of private capital taking place in India and elsewhere in the developing world.
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INTRODUCTION

There is perhaps nothing more fundamental to human wellbeing than food, and no more dramatic consequence of globalization than the transformation of the law and economics of food supply chains. Driving this transformation, many developing countries are re-regulating their food markets around the imperatives of large supermarket chains. Economists Thomas Reardon and Peter Timmer recently argued that “[m]arket-led development is now supermarket-led development” in countries throughout the Global South.1 But, as economists know well, supermarket chains do not simply expand or enhance market-led growth—they fundamentally restructure how food markets work and the legal, jurisdictional, and geographical scales on which they operate. Indeed, the changes taking place throughout the developing world today recall those that have shaped the U.S. food experience over the past 150 years: the standardization and industrialization of agriculture, the demise of the small farmer, and, significantly, the development of legal mechanisms to achieve these ends.

This article explores how retail corporations are attempting to reshape how food is produced and distributed in the “new” India, and how they propose to use law to facilitate this market transformation. Via an ethnographic study of wholesale markets for fresh fruits and vegetables in West Bengal, the article suggests that in important, if also in complex and contradictory, ways, existing market transactions more closely approximate competitive exchange than the standardized, centralized, large-scale transactions required to support a supermarket. It argues that what we are presently witnessing in India is not, as policy analysts and supermarket proponents describe it, a shift from state to market-led food supply chains, but rather a transformation in the power relations that organize markets, and the legal and extralegal rules that govern them. As such, the article also suggests that legal scholars have an important role to play in clarifying and analyzing the kinds of legal and regulatory shifts that occur when food markets are rescaled from local or regional to national or transnational regimes.

In India, supermarkets are a burning topic of national debate. In September 2012, the Indian Cabinet reversed its longstanding exclusion

of foreign direct investment in food retail (think Walmart), despite immense political opposition. Along with domestic corporations, multinational retail chains aim to transform fragmented networks of small farmers and traders that end in the crowded local bazaar into highly rationalized sourcing systems that drastically limit the number of participants in market exchange, and end in the modern, air-conditioned, standardized supermarket. But despite remarkably persistent claims to the contrary, actually existing markets do not spring forth from abstract economic rules, nor do they assume any universal form. To the contrary, they coalesce in different ways in response to variable legal, social, and political interests and conditions.\footnote{For recent insightful illustrations, see generally Bernard E. Harcourt, The Illusion of Free Markets: Punishment and the Myth of Natural Order (2011); Justin Desautels-Stein, The Market as a Legal Concept, 60 BUFF. L. REV. 387 (2012).} This article thus examines the political economy of food in India and specifically in West Bengal, which is a state where protectionist legal policies and local economic and political interests have produced considerable resistance to the presence of domestic and multinational corporate capital in the buying and selling of food.

In West Bengal, wholesale markets for fresh fruits and vegetables developed in the shadow of two sets of legal rules. The first governs property—namely, land ceiling laws that impose a strict cap on the amount of land any one household can own. The second governs contract—namely, state regulations of agricultural markets that make contractual arrangements between farmers and private firms formally illegal. These two sets of legal rules have enabled small farmers and traders to engage in relatively decentralized and flexible forms of market exchange. To find out how these markets presently work, I interviewed roughly one hundred small horticulture farmers at four village sites. Here, for example, is a conversation I had with about fifteen farmers in a village about a two-hour drive from Kolkata (formerly Calcutta). I was there discussing the plans of an Indian retail corporation, Reliance Retail Limited (hereinafter “Reliance”), to enter into long-term contracts with farmers for agricultural produce—a common Western model of supermarket procurement that Reliance calls “farm to fork.” “No no no no,” one farmer began this exchange, “we won’t allow it. Contract means you are under someone’s restriction.”\footnote{Interview with farmers in Santoshpur Village (near Kameshwarpur) in District North 24 Parganas, West Bengal (Mitra Routh trans.) (Sept. 21, 2010). I conducted all the interviews referenced in this article. For almost all interviews with farmers, I was accompanied by Mitra Routh, who translated my questions and my interlocutors’ answers, most of which we digitally recorded (on occasion I wrote notes by hand). Ratnesh Bhattacharya transcribed these recordings, translating much of the Bengali portions into English. Occasionally, and especially when multiple interlocutors were speaking at once, Bhattacharya was able to add additional translations or make} But what if the company gives you a
very good price, I asked, and then it offers to lock in that price via a two-week contract? A chorus of farmers rejected my hypothetical arrangement arguing that the market could go up during those two weeks. And if it goes down?, I countered. That same chorus replied that it would “tolerate the loss.” “No farmer will enter into a binding contract with Reliance or any company,” one insisted, “for the fresh products, we can understand the market, what will be the market rate for our products.”4 These farmers clearly distrusted formal contracts with large economic actors, preferring instead to sell fresh produce via more informal arrangements with smaller intermediaries often at a daily spot market price—a preference that endured not despite the market’s constant price fluctuations but rather because of its constant price fluctuations mediated by small traders selling and reselling commodities. “Let more people come,” they repeatedly told me.5 Within this crowded (if also stratified) system, farmers argued that they could assess supply and demand and negotiate for their price.

National and multinational supermarkets in India need a legal mechanism to replace this existing configuration of wholesale trade with a more fixed, formalized, and centralized procurement system that will allow them to amass the economies of scale necessary to undercut small retail outlets on price. They also need a legal mechanism to create an “economy of quality”—that is, to impose particular production standards on farmers designed to attract privileged consumers.6 As my conversation with farmers suggests, the mechanism supermarkets desire is the legalization of production contracts where farmers agree not only to deliver a certain quantity of produce for a certain price, but also to use particular seeds, pesticides, fertilizers, and other kinds of standardized technological management practices supplied to them and monitored by the contractor.

In this article, I analyze how restructuring the laws governing food markets will affect not only practices of retail and consumption, but primarily practices of agricultural production and trade. To that end, I explore how various actors propose to use law (specifically, rules of contract, property, and state licensing regimes) alternatively to challenge or advance the increasingly large-scale concentration of private capital

---

4. Id. (Mitra Routh & Monalisa Saha trans.).
5. Id. (Mitra Routh trans.).
taking place in India and elsewhere in the developing world. The story I tell is one of competing ideologies of markets. The first idea, suggested by the farmers above, is of the market as a limited source of equity for small farmers and traders. Some readers will find this suggestion surprising—it challenges popular understandings of “middlemen” as simply leeching off farmers, and it proposes instead that market intermediaries are also valued for their role in the supply chain, providing trusted connections among sellers and buyers. The second idea, suggested by the owners and managers of supermarket chains, is a more familiar description of the market as a source of national and multinational corporate competition. This idea of the market, however, is characteristically justified by its proponents in social welfare terms—via its capacity to produce large-scale efficiencies and lower consumer prices. Layered onto this story are competing ideas about how private actors coordinate market activity. Existing local and regional food markets rely more on extralegal networks grounded in particular forms of sociality and trust. By contrast, globalizing food markets dominated by large corporate retail chains rely more on liberal legal rules of contract—although in India, as elsewhere, this dichotomy is far from complete. In this article, I critically evaluate all sides of these divides: existing markets’ claims to equity grounded in social relations and supermarkets’ claims to efficiency grounded in law. As we shall see, there are deep structural inequalities in existing markets (although many small producers profess to prefer them to a new corporate regime). At the same time, supermarkets struggle to compete with local actors and the market efficiencies they have created, as well as to establish their own informal patronage-based networks—not simply new state protections encoded in formal legal rules.

I begin in Part I with a brief description of the rise of corporate supermarkets in the West and the legal and regulatory conditions that made their market dominance possible. In Part II, I trace the spread of supermarkets to developing economies including India. In a country where retail (and mostly small-scale retail) is the second-largest employer after agriculture (and mostly small-scale agriculture),7 supermarkets stand to have significant effects on opportunities for capital accumulation and social wellbeing for the hundreds of millions of Indians that service existing food supply chains. In order to examine these potential effects, in Part III, I offer a detailed analysis of the existing markets that link growers to consumers in West Bengal. In addition to

farmers, I interviewed wholesale traders, brokers, and government officials at two of the state’s largest wholesale markets over the course of five months. Despite calls by corporate leaders, Indian economists, and the central Indian government for West Bengal to deregulate and liberalize these markets, what I found was a highly diffuse regulatory regime—some of it state-based but most of it not—that structures, in complex ways, the market opportunities of small farmers and traders.

In Part IV, I explore how national and global retail chains are attempting to reshape food markets in West Bengal. More specifically, I illustrate how firms wish to use contract farming to replace the existing configuration of commodity markets embedded in extralegal networks with state-sanctioned forms of vertical coordination. This potential shift will produce qualitatively different arrangements of capital concentration, standardization, and control. It also reflects divergent, and perhaps incommensurable, ideologies of markets and the values and actors they are designed to accommodate and support. I conclude by suggesting that the rise of corporate retail chains implicates hotly contested questions of economic justice, which, in turn, reflect competing normative ideas about the legal regulation of markets. In particular, the global spread of supermarkets demands that policymakers in developing countries consider whether to adopt dominant American ideals of “consumer welfare” as the single overarching regulatory principle that should inform how they govern their markets for food, or whether they should seek other regulatory alternatives.

I. ON THE RISE OF SUPERMARKETS IN THE WEST

A twentieth century U.S. invention, supermarkets initially sold to consumers whatever was available from food processors and manufacturers, the primary actors in food systems.\(^8\) Over the last few decades, however, supermarkets have reversed the way power flows in food supply chains. They now dictate what kinds of goods get produced, processed, manufactured, and sold.\(^9\) Indeed, supermarkets have amassed what Alexandra Hughes describes as a “hegemonic position in relation to other fractions of capital.”\(^10\)

What were the political and economic conditions that made this

---


10. Alexandra Hughes, *Forging New Cultures of Food Retailer–Manufacturer Relations?*, in *Retailing, Consumption and Capital: Towards the New Retail Geography* 90, 96 (Neil Wrigley & Michelle Lowe eds., 1996).
oligopolistic control over other actors in the food supply chain possible? In the West, corporate retail chains consolidated market power by taking advantage of the neoliberal turn in the world economy, as well as by exploiting the tensions and contradictions within it. In the late 1980s and 1990s, supermarkets in the United States benefited from relaxed antitrust law and enforcement that enabled a series of large-scale mergers and acquisitions.11 By 2005, the largest five U.S. supermarkets had captured 48 percent of the market, up from 24 percent in 199712 and 19 percent in 1992.13 In the United Kingdom, supermarket consolidation began a bit earlier. But, as Neil Wrigley observes, by the mid-1980s, the regulatory environments in the United States and the United Kingdom were laissez-faire in similar ways.14 By the mid-2000s, the leading five British supermarkets controlled 69.3 percent of the grocery retail market, compared to 63 percent in 1999 and 29.4 percent in 1973.15 Other advanced industrial countries experienced similar trends. By the mid-2000s, the top five supermarkets sold 80 percent of total food retail in France, 62 percent in Germany, and 58 percent in Spain.16 Likewise, in Australia, the top three supermarket chains had captured 80 percent of the grocery market.17

Supermarkets profited not only from deregulatory policies at home but also from market liberalization abroad, which included global shifts in the structure of agricultural production and trade.18 For much of the


15. Hawkes, supra note 12, at 657.


17. Id. at 8.

18. In a series of articles, food scholars Harriet Friedmann and Philip McMichael describe these shifts as “food regimes” in order to explore how national and world agricultural systems shape dynamics of capital accumulation and dispossession at different historical moments. See most prominently Harriet Friedmann & Philip McMichael, Agriculture and the State System: The Rise and Decline of National Agricultures, 1870 to the Present, 29 SOCIOLOGIA RURALIS 93 (1989).
twentieth century, states protected their national food systems via welfarist regulations, including agricultural subsidies, controls on imports, commodity stabilization programs, and government purchases of food.\textsuperscript{19} There was, of course, global exchange: most prominently, the United States exported its surplus grain and its agro-industrial technologies as a geopolitical Cold War strategy.\textsuperscript{20} Over the past few decades, however, agriculture has become a world economic sector subject to the demands of transnational corporate capital as much as the demands of states.\textsuperscript{21} In the aftermath of the debt crisis in the early 1980s, international financial institutions imposed conditions on loan restructuring that included reducing barriers to the global sourcing of agricultural commodities through measures such as eliminating agricultural subsidies and import restrictions and dismantling marketing boards and price supports for consumer staples.\textsuperscript{22} Agriculture also became subject to free trade agreements such as the WTO’s Agreement on Agriculture.\textsuperscript{23} Supermarket chains thus began to invest in regions with lower labor and production costs to source produce globally for year-round consumption in the West.\textsuperscript{24}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{19} See id. at 103 (describing the period post World War I and especially post World War II as a time of “unusually strong state protection” of national food production and consumption). See also Philip McMichael, \textit{Virtual Capitalism and Agri-Food Restructuring}, in \textit{Restructuring Global and Regional Agricultures: Transformations in Australasian Agri-Food Economies and Spaces} 3 (David Burch, Geoffrey Lawrence & Jasper Goss eds., 1999); Philip McMichael, \textit{Global Development and the Corporate Food Regime}, in 11 \textit{New Directions in the Sociology of Global Development} 265, 271–72 (Frederick H. Buttel & Philip McMichael eds., 2005).
  \item \textsuperscript{20} The United States used “food aid” as part of a broader Cold War project to spread democracy and capitalism. In addition to cultivating allies, however, food aid also transformed diets and created dependency on imported U.S. wheat in developing countries. See Harriet Friedmann, \textit{The Political Economy of Food: The Rise and Fall of the Postwar International Food Order}, 88 Am. J. Soc. S248, S260–71 (1982). Along with private foundations, the U.S. government also helped catalyze “green revolutions” based on its own high intensity industrial approach to farming, which typically required developing states to subsidize the use of imported seeds and pesticides, high quality irrigation, and petroleum-based fueled machinery. For a critical evaluation of the distributional and ecological effects of the Green Revolution in India, see Tony Weis, \textit{The Global Food Economy: The Battle for the Future of Farming} 106–10 (2007).
  \item \textsuperscript{21} McMichael, \textit{Global Development and the Corporate Food Regime}, supra note 19, at 280–81.
  \item \textsuperscript{22} See, e.g., McMichael, \textit{Virtual Capitalism and Agri-Food Restructuring}, supra note 19, at 8–16; McMichael, \textit{Global Development and the Corporate Food Regime}, supra note 19, at 276–80.
  \item \textsuperscript{23} Agreement on Agriculture, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, 1867 U.N.T.S. 410.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} Between 1990 and 2001, world trade in fruits and vegetables increased over 30 percent. Oli Brown with Christina Sander, \textit{Supermarket Buying Power: Global Supply Chains and Smallholder Farmers} iii (2007). The United States increased its imports at rates of approximately 8 percent per year. Sandra R. Cuellar, \textit{Marketing Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Imports in the United States: Status, Challenges, and Opportunities} 3 (Dep’t Applied Econ. & Mgmt., Cornell Univ., R. B. 02–04, Apr. 2002).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Supermarkets also developed new infrastructures and technologies that similarly reflected broader shifts in the world economy. They labored to transform food systems from Fordist models of mass production and consumption, which were managed by national regulation, to post-Fordist models of flexible specialization suited to increasingly diverse consumption choices and governed by private standards. To that end, European and American retailers developed computerized bar codes to create highly responsive stock-control and tracking systems. These systems enabled retailers to require suppliers to adopt just-in-time practices to maintain quick turnovers of retail stock, shorten lead times on deliveries, and reduce warehouse space. Likewise, supermarkets developed computerized management systems to calibrate labor practices quite precisely to fluctuations in consumer demand.

Supermarkets also used their technological capacity to monitor all points of a supply chain in order to develop their own brands or private labels and thus to compete directly with manufacturers and suppliers. Even more, they leveraged their technological oversight and control to capitalize on a political environment in which governments were increasingly willing to devolve regulatory power from state agencies to private firms because private firms were thought to be more nimble,

25. See, e.g., Michelle Lowe & Neil Wrigley, Towards the New Retail Geography, in RETAILING, CONSUMPTION AND CAPITAL, supra note 10, at 3, 9 (criticizing scholars for analyzing the post-Fordist idea of flexible specialization by examining transformations in manufacturing rather than also in retailing and consumption); Konefal et al., supra note 13, at 293–96. Cf. William H. Friedland, Commentary on Part III: ‘Creating Space for Food’ and ‘Agro-Industrial Just-In-Time,’ in GLOBALISING FOOD: AGRARIAN QUESTIONS AND GLOBAL RESTRUCTURING 226, 228 (David Goodman & Michael J. Watts eds., 1997) (pointing out the dual nature of the post-Fordist food system: “How shall we characterize a system which manufactures wheat, chickens, milk, etc. on a mass production basis while, at the same time, producing artisanal stone-ground wheat, free-range and/or organic chickens, and unhomogenised and/or unpasteurised milk in glass bottles?”).


27. See Lowe & Wrigley, supra note 25, at 9–11. Walmart, for example, provides suppliers with retail information and then makes them responsible for setting and meeting highly specific targets for volume, quality, price, and returns—indeed, the supplier is not paid until a customer purchases an item. LICHTENSTEIN, supra note 26, at 51–52; C. Peter Timmer, Food Policy in the Era of Supermarkets: What’s Different?, in THE TRANSFORMATION OF AGRI-FOOD SYSTEMS: GLOBALIZATION, SUPPLY CHAINS AND SMALLHOLDER FARMERS 67, 74 (Ellen B. McCullough, Prabhu L. Pingali & Kostas G. Stamoulis eds., 2008).

28. Lowe & Wrigley, supra note 25, at 11.

29. See, e.g., David Burch & Jasper Goss, Global Sourcing and Retail Chains: Shifting Relationships of Production in Australian Agri-foods, 64 RURAL SOC. 334, 335 (1999); David Burch & Geoff Lawrence, Supermarket Own Brands, Supply Chains and the Transformation of the Agri-Food System, INT’L J. SOC. AGRIC. & FOOD, July 2005, at 1, 2; David Burch & Geoffrey Lawrence, Supermarket Own Brands, New Foods and the Reconfiguration of Agri-food Supply Chains, in SUPERMARKETS AND AGRI-FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS, supra note 6, at 100.
flexible, and adaptive to changing conditions on the ground. Supermarkets positioned themselves as authorities on food quality and safety by developing private standards and third-party accreditation schemes that promise food supply chain “traceability.” They, in turn, used these market-driven standards to vie for high-end consumers who increasingly value factors such as choice and health as much as quantity and price. As we shall see, this “economy of quality” has placed new demands on small farmers who struggle to comply with rigorous production standards, often without either state or corporate assistance.

Finally, supermarkets have turned themselves into not only regulatory agencies but also sources of finance capital. Several chains have established their own banking operations that sell credit and insurance. For a detailed description of various private standard schemes, see Doris Fuchs, Agni Kalfagianni, & Maarten Arentsen, Retail Power, Private Standards, and Sustainability in the Global Food System, in CORPORATE POWER IN GLOBAL AGROFOOD GOVERNANCE 29 (Jennifer Clapp et al. eds., 2009); Spencer Henson & John Humphrey, Private Standards in Global Agri-Food Chains, in PRIVATE STANDARDS AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE: ECONOMIC, LEGAL AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES 98 (Axel Marx et al. eds., 2012).

See Hazel R. Barrett et al., From Farm to Supermarket: The Trade in Fresh Horticultural Produce from Sub-Saharan Africa to the United Kingdom, in GEOGRAPHIES OF COMMODITY CHAINS 19, 19 (Alex Hughes & Suzanne Reimer eds., 2004); Spencer Henson & Thomas Reardon, Private Agri-Food Standards: Implications for Food Policy and the Agri-Food System, 30 FOOD POL’Y 241, 243–44 (2005); Lawrence Busch & Carmen Bain, New! Improved? The Transformation of the Global Agrifood System, 69 RURAL SOC. 321, 329 (2004). To be sure, there is a rich and critical debate about food standards governed primarily by markets rather than states. See, e.g., id. at 335, 342.


31. For a detailed description of various private standard schemes, see Doris Fuchs, Agni Kalfagianni, & Maarten Arentsen, Retail Power, Private Standards, and Sustainability in the Global Food System, in CORPORATE POWER IN GLOBAL AGROFOOD GOVERNANCE 29 (Jennifer Clapp & Doris Fuchs eds., 2009); Spencer Henson & John Humphrey, Private Standards in Global Agri-Food Chains, in PRIVATE STANDARDS AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE: ECONOMIC, LEGAL AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES 98 (Axel Marx et al. eds., 2012).

32. See Hazel R. Barrett et al., From Farm to Supermarket: The Trade in Fresh Horticultural Produce from Sub-Saharan Africa to the United Kingdom, in GEOGRAPHIES OF COMMODITY CHAINS 19, 19 (Alex Hughes & Suzanne Reimer eds., 2004); Spencer Henson & Thomas Reardon, Private Agri-Food Standards: Implications for Food Policy and the Agri-Food System, 30 FOOD POL’Y 241, 243–44 (2005); Lawrence Busch & Carmen Bain, New! Improved? The Transformation of the Global Agrifood System, 69 RURAL SOC. 321, 329 (2004). To be sure, there is a rich and critical debate about food standards governed primarily by markets rather than states. See, e.g., id. at 335, 342.

33. McMichael & Friedmann, supra note 6, at 303.

34. See, e.g., Burch & Lawrence, Supermarket Own Brands, Supply Chains and the Transformation of the Agri-Food System, supra note 29, at 12–13; Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 62; Kevin Chen, Andrew W. Shepard & Carlos da Silva, CHANGES IN FOOD RETAILING IN ASIA: IMPLICATIONS OF SUPERMARKET PROCUREMENT PRACTICES FOR FARMERS AND TRADITIONAL MARKETING SYSTEMS 23–27 (FAO 2005).

In sum, supermarkets consolidated their political and economic power during our present political moment, which is characterized by global agricultural markets; flexible forms of production, labor, and consumption; technological innovation; and a legal/regulatory environment amenable to their interests. Taken together, supermarkets reached unprecedented levels of economic concentration in the advanced industrialized economies of the Global North. When they found their markets at home highly saturated, they looked, as capital always does, to new opportunities for accumulation and control.

II. India and the Global Spread of Supermarkets

Since 1990, supermarket chains have expanded their reach enormously in the developing world. They began with markets targeted at third-world elites and then spread out to less affluent consumers, often beginning in locations where urbanization and impersonal social relations made life more conducive to modern forms of shopping and consumption. The global expansion of big retail was both rapid and dramatic—aided, again, by structural adjustment programs that required countries to open their retail markets to foreign investment. In the early 1990s, supermarkets’ share of food sales in countries in South America and Central Europe was only about 5 to 10 percent; in one decade, it increased to about 50 to 60 percent. About five to seven years later, countries in Southeast Asia and Central America experienced similar, even faster, growth—by the mid-2000s, supermarkets had captured 30 to 50 percent of market share. China’s growth was particularly dramatic: the first supermarket opened its doors in 1990, and by 2002 supermarkets controlled around 30 percent of urban grocery purchases with an annual growth rate of roughly 30 to 40 percent. Thomas Reardon and Peter Timmer report that supermarkets in China

36. Id. at 276–77.
37. See Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 49, 52; Reardon et al., The Rise of Supermarkets in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, supra note 30, at 1140–42.
40. Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 50; Reardon et al., Supermarket Revolution in Asia, supra note 39, at 12332. For more country specific data, see Reardon & Timmer, supra note 1, at 191–92.
41. Dinghuan Hu, Thomas Reardon, Scott Rozelle, Peter Timmer & Honglin Wang, The
and Latin America, “already buy from local producers twice as much produce as either of those areas export to the rest of the world.” More recently, large retail chains have ventured into markets in African countries.

When compared against the historical growth of supermarkets in the Global North, these are astonishing rates. Latin America, for example, experienced in one decade a rate of supermarket development that took the United States five decades to achieve. Foreign investment plays a critical role in explaining this difference. Whereas early American chain stores developed from the bottom up via lengthy periods of market competition and innovation, contemporary multinational supermarket chains enter new markets flush with capital that they use to acquire smaller existing domestic chains and independent groceries, to rent or buy large plots of urban retail space, and to sustain their operations, even if initially at a loss. Indeed, in Latin America, between 70 and 80 percent of the five leading supermarket chains are owned by multinationals. Analysts likewise report that in “China, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Taiwan, on average approximately three of the top six chains are foreign.” Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (hereinafter “Walmart”) alone expanded by 50 percent in developing countries between 2001 and 2005, shortly after then-CEO David Glass announced Walmart’s ambition “to dominate North America first, then South America, and then Asia, and then Europe.” Supermarket pene-

---

42. Reardon & Timmer, supra note 1, at 208.
43. Id. at 193–94.
44. Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 569 (discussing the relaxation of foreign direct investment regulations in China).
46. It would also appear that some chains use their capital to bribe local officials for licenses and permits. See, e.g., Mike Koehler, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Enforcement as Seen Through Wal-Mart’s Potential Exposure, WHITE COLLAR CRIME REP., Sept. 21, 2012, at 1, 6–7 (reporting that Walmart is now investigating alleged violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in Mexico, Brazil, China, South Africa, and India).
48. Reardon et al., Supermarket Revolution in Asia, supra note 39, at 12334.
49. Hawkes, supra note 12, at 657.
Supermarkets in India

Supermarkets in India is also reproducing levels of capital concentration common in the Global North. For example, in Latin America, the largest five chains in each country represent 65 percent of retail sales. Indeed, policy analysts “predict that it is not unrealistic to imagine future global markets in which the sale of food is controlled by four to five global firms with a handful of regional and national companies.”

India is an intriguing counter-example to this global trend. With its growing middle class, it is considered by investors as one of the most attractive retail markets in the world. Still, roughly 95 percent of India’s $450 billion retail market remains in the hands of what policy analysts call the “unorganized” or “informal” retail sector. With approximately eleven to fifteen million retail outlets, this sector employs an estimated forty million people. These retail outlets are managed by owners or local caretakers who are often family members. They procure goods locally through highly decentralized supply chains without standardized or transparent accounting or management practices.

Approximately 60 percent of these informal retail establishments sell food. Small stand-alone grocery stores or “kirana stores” sell non-perishable food and household items (only 4 percent are larger than 500 square feet).

52. Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 52; Reardon & Timmer, supra note 48, at 2834.
54. The actual size of India’s middle class is debated. Three hundred million is a popular figure. See, e.g., R.K Maheshwari & Ekta Rastogi, Changing Face of Indian Consumerism in Context of Food Retail, 9 S. ASIAN J. SOCIO-POLITICAL STUD. 84, 84 (2009). That figure, however, is likely widely overstated. The U.S. State Department more cautiously ventures that “700 million Indians live on $2 per day or less, but there is a large and growing middle class of more than 50 million Indians with disposable income ranging from 200,000 to 1,000,000 rupees per year ($4,166-$20,833).” India (01/09), U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, http://www.state.gov/outofdate/bgn/india/105759.htm (last visited Sept. 12, 2013).
58. Guruswamy et al., supra note 57, at 622; Kumar et al., supra note 7, at 68.
60. Guruswamy et al., supra note 57, at 619; Maheshwari & Rastogi, supra note 54, at 84.
square feet\textsuperscript{61}). Local bazaars host a number of fresh fruit, vegetable, fish, meat, and poultry stalls (each is often no larger than fifty square feet), and street vendors bicycle carts of produce through neighborhood streets. Unlike corporate retail, none of these stores use a self-service model; customers ask for what they want and the vendor weighs and packages goods. Rather than browsing and self-selecting, there is banter and bargaining. Sellers will make deliveries and extend informal credit to poor consumers.\textsuperscript{62}

To explain the resilience of this traditional retail sector, policy analysts often cite India’s history of economic protectionism and especially its refusal to allow foreign direct investment in food retail markets.\textsuperscript{63} To offer only the briefest summary here, after independence, the central government imposed a number of controls on private enterprise aimed at reducing poverty and inequality. These included direct state ownership of financial and manufacturing institutions as well as a licensing scheme to oversee private capital.\textsuperscript{64} In the agricultural and food sector, regulatory protections included limiting futures trading,\textsuperscript{65} establishing minimum support prices for major agricultural commodities, creating a public distribution system to provide subsidized foods in local ration shops,\textsuperscript{66} and creating state-level regulated marketing acts (discussed at length below).

Unlike many developing countries, India resisted wide-ranging neoliberal economic reforms until 1991. That year brought about a shift

\textsuperscript{61} Mukherjee & Patel, supra note 7, at 53; Guruswamy et al., supra note 57, at 621. By contrast, in India, supermarkets are typically between 3,000 and 5,000 square feet and hypermarkets (which often include food as well as other household consumer goods) are between 25,000 and 50,000 square feet. Kumar et al., supra note 7, at 69.

\textsuperscript{62} See, e.g., Bart Minten, Thomas Reardon & Rajib Sutradhar, Food Prices and Modern Retail: The Case of Delhi, 38 World Dev. 1775, 1778 (2010).

\textsuperscript{63} See, e.g., Mukherjee & Patel, supra note 7, at 19, 54; Thomas Reardon, Julio A. Berdegué & John Farrington, Supermarkets and Farming in Latin America: Pointing Directions for Elsewhere?, 81 Overseas Dev. Inst. Nat. Resource Persp. 1, 5 (2002); Guruswamy et al., supra note 57, at 622.

\textsuperscript{64} For a detailed description of this period (including the contradictory ways that planners aimed both to check and stimulate the private sector), see Francine R. Frankel, India’s Political Economy 1947–2004: The Gradual Revolution ch. 3 (2d ed. 2005).

\textsuperscript{65} Until recently, futures trading of many agricultural commodities was restricted under the Forward Contracts Regulation Act of 1952. In 2003, the government created three national level internet-based futures exchanges. For a fascinating and critical ethnographic account, see Richa Kumar, Mandi Traders and the Dabba: Online Commodity Futures Markets in India, Econ. & Pol. Wkly., July 31, 2010, at 63. For an overview of futures trading regulations, see Bharat Ramaswami, Shamiya Ravi & S.D. Chorpa, 22 State of the Indian Farmer: Risk Management 143–46 (2004).

\textsuperscript{66} For a detailed description of how the government administers minimum support prices and public distribution, see S.S. Acharya, Domestic Agricultural Marketing Policies, Incentives and Integration, in Indian Agricultural Policy at the Crossroads: Priorities and Agenda 129 (S.S. Acharya & D.P. Chaudhri eds., 2001).
in economic policy, when India sought financing from the International Monetary Fund to manage a rising debt caused by, among other things, a declining growth rate of state-owned industries and a lack of foreign exchange, as well as spikes in global oil prices and India’s large arms budget.\(^67\) The Congress Party-led government instituted currency devaluation programs and adopted a variety of liberalizing measures. It privatized state-owned industries, relaxed or abolished licensing requirements and import controls in various sectors, and generally opened Indian markets to foreign capital (creating, for example, the Securities and Exchange Board of India and the National Stock Exchange).\(^68\) Even as it liberalized, however, the Congress government deemed the retail market (like the markets in nuclear energy and gambling) too sensitive to allow foreign direct investment.\(^69\)

In November 2011, however, the Indian Cabinet reversed its long-standing policy against foreign direct investment in response to concerns about its declining rate of economic growth.\(^70\) The Cabinet announced that it would allow up to 51 percent of foreign direct investment in the multi-brand retail sector, which is primarily (roughly 60 percent) made up of food retailers.\(^71\) Unsurprisingly, the November policy reversal generated massive opposition from traders, wholesalers, local food retailers, street hawkers, and organized associations of farmers.\(^72\) Traders’ unions
organized strikes and city closures to protest the announcement. The pressure worked. Within a few weeks, the Cabinet announced that foreign direct investment in multi-brand retail was on hold and India’s food markets would be protected at least for a bit longer from transnational capital. On September 12, 2012, however, the central government reinstated its decision, catalyzing another round of fierce local opposition, including a day of citywide trade union strikes and closures of public transportation, schools, and commercial activity in cities across the country. And several states have pledged not to implement the central government’s directive. Indeed, the new Chief Minister of West Bengal, Mamata Banerjee, withdrew from the central government’s majority coalition in protest.

But in India, foreign direct investment is only part of the story. In the 1990s (and in some cases even earlier), a few organized domestic retail chains began to target small pockets of elite Indian shoppers. Over the last five to seven years, family-run Indian business conglomerates, flush from investments in information technology, oil, and construction, among other areas, have invested billions in developing modern food retail stores with mass appeal. Some have hired global retailers.

---


79. These include Bharti Enterprise (whose food retail chain is Easy Day), Aditya Birla Group (whose food retail chain is More), RPG Group (whose food retail chain is Spencer’s), Tata Group (whose food retail chain is Star Bazaar), and Reliance Industries Ltd (whose food retail
retail chains such as Walmart and Tesco as consultants to provide technological and logistical support. These domestic experiments are still very new. In an article published in 2012, Thomas Reardon, Peter Timmer, and Bart Minten report “that 75% of modern retail sales in India arose in chains formed only in the past 3 [years].”

It is too early to predict the effects of domestic corporate retail on the informal sector. But, thus far, it has not been easy sledding. Many domestic chains have scaled back more ambitious and optimistic plans and now welcome, rather than resist, foreign direct investment to help sustain shaky operations with new capital infusions. Still, analysts estimate that corporate retail in India is growing at annual rates between 16 and 50 percent—a wide range that reflects the difficulty of accessing reliable and consistent official data.

Perhaps more telling, leading domestic Indian supermarket chains have made significant inroads in selling fresh fruits and vegetables. Fresh produce is a “destination category” in supermarket lingo because it draws shoppers into stores. When consumers turn to retail chains for products like tomatoes and mangos (rather than for the occasional packaged or “branded” good), they have likely abandoned local markets. Fresh produce is thus one of the most important but also one of the hardest food markets to capture because consumers in many countries...
traditionally associate freshness with small local food vendors. In India, however, fresh produce already comprises 10 to 15 percent of grocery sales in leading chains—an amount that took “some 15–20 [years] in Mexico (a country with a similar share of fresh produce in the diet as in India) and some 40 [years] in the United States (where supermarkets long did not ‘touch’ fresh produce, given the traditional habits of shopping daily at wet-markets and small shops that were thought insuperable).”

The spread of supermarkets in India thus stands to have potentially significant consequences for agricultural production, and, with it, the livelihoods of over 60 percent of the population who work in agriculture, many of whom are small growers. In order to undercut traditional markets, supermarkets aim to transform agricultural supply chains in ways they can monitor and control. In traditional Indian supply chains, agricultural goods change hands several times in rural and urban wholesale markets, often facilitated by many intermediaries, before they reach consumers. Supermarket proponents aim to replace these decentralized and fragmented networks of small farmers, brokers, and traders with new sourcing and distribution systems that, they argue, will eliminate a variety of inefficient practices.

But, as we shall see, this argument on behalf of efficiency is less straightforward than it often appears. To begin, consider this surprising conversation with Mayank Jalan, the Managing Director of Keventer’s Fresh, a corporation that supplies supermarkets with fresh fruits and vegetables in West Bengal and that is a subsidiary of Keventer Agro Limited, a national food processing corporation with multi-million dollars of annual sales. According to Jalan, Keventer’s Fresh cannot gen-

86. See Thomas Reardon & Julio A. Berdegué, The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Latin America: Challenges and Opportunities for Development, 20 DEVI. POL’Y REV. 371, 379–382 (2002); see also Ha et al., supra note 41, at 567 (discussing fresh produce in China). For a fascinating account of how American consumers began to associate freshness (rather paradoxically) with refrigeration, see Susanne Freidberg, Fresh: A Perishable History (2009).

87. Reardon et al., Supermarket Revolution in Asia, supra note 39, at 12334.


90. See, e.g., Retailing in India, supra note 80, at 67; Mukherjee & Patel, supra note 7, at 74, 154. For a general description of how supermarkets aim to transform procurement systems across the developing world, see Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 52–62.

91. See, e.g., Keventer Agro Limited Profile, Hoovers: A D&B Co., http://www.hoovers
erate cost savings for its retail clients simply by upgrading and modernizing supply chains.

“If you’re doing research,” he surmised, “the most common thing you read about the supply chain in India for fruits and vegetables is the huge gap between the farmer and the consumer. Right? The numbers go from 100 percent to 30 percent to 50 percent, you know, with wastages and everything.”92 As Jalan suggests, policy and media reports incessantly invoke the large percentage of produce that is lost in India—never making its way from the farmer’s gate to the consumer’s plate—because of fragmented, nonprofessional supply chains saturated with intermediaries.93 Indeed, government officials and policy analysts have described such waste as an underlying cause of India’s food inflation94 (although with little empirical data to support their estimates95).

But for corporate actors attentive to the bottom economic line, the pressing question is how much actual profit does this waste cost. As it turns out—at least according to Keventer’s model—none at all. Jalan continued:

But then, the important thing that we tried to find out is what is the economic value which is lost? So we did a very interesting model,
where we did, for a week, the traditional supply chain and the so-called Western-accepted supply chain, which is to create sorting, grading, cold chain, platform, processing, storage, and dispatch. What did we save? We saved about 21 percent wastage. But, economically, we lost.

In other words, under current conditions (including, to be sure, the low cost of human labor), for Jalan to salvage 21 percent more fruits and vegetables using the methods of a “Western” supply chain that includes refrigerated transport and particular kinds of sorting and storage, he would cost the firm more money than he would save.

Why is this? “You see,” Jalan explained, the price of an average vegetable or fruit is about ten rupees for a consumer. The farmer will be getting anywhere between five to six rupees. That leaves four rupees in the middle. If you look at it in terms of percentage, you’re talking about 70 percent, because four, divided by six—you’re talking about something like that—but it’s actually only four rupees. So you save 20 percent, so you maybe save about one and one-half rupees. But then [transportation via the traditional method] is costing them sixty paise. But when you’re craning it, and putting it in a cold chain, that’s costing me two rupees sixty paise. And then bringing it to platform—the manpower, the overhead and everything—that’s costing me about ninety paise. Storage is again costing me one rupee ten paise. Then transporting it from the platform to the retail is again one rupee seventy paise. So economically I was losing out.

Although the profit margin on horticulture produce when represented as a percentage is considerable, it in fact translates into a small amount of money. Saving 20 percent more produce via a modern supply chain, rather than the existing chain of middlemen, would generate less profit for Keventer’s Fresh than cost. Jalan stressed, moreover, that these were operational, not start-up, costs (although presumably the balance sheet would change with a radically different configuration of infrastructure and conditions on the ground).

This calculation is the case, Jalan explained, for two reasons. First, the traditional supply chain is, in Jalan’s words, “really efficient” with its proliferation of small intermediaries rapidly moving goods all over the state. “Look at the mode of transport,” he exclaimed, “look at the

---

96. Interview with Jalan, supra note 92.
97. Id.
98. By all accounts such a transformation is hardly forthcoming. See, e.g., Amol Sharma & Biman Mukherji, Bad Roads, Red Tape, Burly Thugs Slow Wal-Mart’s Passage in India, WALL ST. J., Jan. 11, 2013, at A1, A10 (describing the obstacles Walmart would confront if it wishes to function efficiently in the Indian market and suggesting that “the scale of the problems is unlike any it has faced in the 27 countries it operates in”).
way that they’re doing the transactions. You know, their tenacity to get stuff, and then sell it off, and their knowledge about the pulse of the market, and the consumer—it’s fabulous.”

I heard a similar, if less enthusiastic, appraisal in an earlier interview with Keventer’s Fresh sourcing manager, Sandra Prosad Choudhuri, at a banana ripening plant one hour north of Kolkata:

It is very difficult for us. That’s because I have to compete with the other unorganized [intermediaries] who have the capacity to sell very cheap labor also. That’s because they’re not maintaining any type of process . . . . Suppose we are having the shops, we are having the processing centers, we are maintaining some crates, we are washing, readying, different aspects. But all the unorganized are not doing any of these things. They are buying in bulk, going straight to the consumer place, and selling it at a very cheap margin also.

Choudhuri thus argued that “unorganized” and highly flexible wholesale operations, working on razor thin margins, posed genuine competition.

Second, unlike processed foods, fruits and vegetables, as Abhijit Chattopadhyay, Business Head of Reliance Retail Limited, pointed out, do not “come with a brand.” This is a problem, Jalan clarified, because for most fresh produce “we can’t give a perceived value addition” to justify raising retail prices. “What can you value-add in a fruit or vegetable?” he asked. “It’s fresh from the farm. It’s probably getting fresher, from the farm to the consumer, in the traditional method than it is going through us, because that’s just how the dynamics of the market [are] working these days.” In other words, given the current state of domestic consumer demand, it is hard for corporate actors to improve upon either price or upon perceived quality. For the time being, then, Keventer’s Fresh relies heavily on traditional intermediaries and the channels they have established in existing markets.

This business decision confounds most conventional retail advice. For example, a lengthy industry report published by The Economic Times of India instructs modern food retailers to drive inefficiencies out of supply chains due to “too many middlemen” and “complicated laws” if they wish to work with “happy farmers” and “smiling customers.”

A recent front-page article in the Wall Street Journal offers the same diagnosis and advice. Via a case study of West Bengal, the following
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99. Interview with Jalan, supra note 92.
100. Interview with Sandra Prosad Choudhuri, Keventers Sr. Manager of Sourcing, in Barasat, District North 24 Parganas, West Bengal (Aug. 25, 2010).
101. Interview with Abhijit Chattopadhyay, Corporate Manager of Reliance Retail Ltd., in Kolkata, West Bengal (Sept. 17, 2010).
102. Interview with Jalan, supra note 92.
103. CHANGING GEARS: RETAILING IN INDIA, supra note 93, at 77.
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parts critically examine whether and how particular laws and intermediaries in fact cause farmer or consumer distress. I argue that for supermarkets the reorganization of supply chains is not simply a question of efficiency, but of market dominance and control.

III. LAND, LAW, AND AGRICULTURAL MARKETS IN WEST BENGAL

A. Land Reform, Finance Capital, and Agricultural Marketing Law

In West Bengal, an East Indian state of over ninety-one million people, supermarkets have met with intense political resistance. This is in part because from 1977 through 2011 West Bengal was governed by the Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPIM). The CPIM, a democratically elected leftist party, instituted a number of social-democratic and populist policies. Some of these policies are now clashing with capitalist globalization. But rather than set the “communist state” against the “private market”—an opposition that, as we shall see, is far too simple—in this Part, I explore how the state helped to create particular kinds of agricultural markets in West Bengal. These markets offer important opportunities for small farmers and traders to engage in economic exchange, but they are also marked by significant inequalities. Most succinctly put, the leftist state’s efforts to redistribute agricultural land enabled small farmers and small traders to proliferate within commodity markets. At the same time, however, the state’s failure to similarly reform finance capital—which, like land, was highly concentrated in private hands—allowed elite local agro-commercial actors to dominate these markets. In the following Part, I compare this existing mar-


106. For an overview of the CPIM and its complex policies, see Dwaipayan Bhattacharyya, Politics of Middleness: The Changing Character of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) in Rural West Bengal (1977-90), in SONAR BANGLA?: AGRICULTURAL GROWTH AND AGRARIAN CHANGE IN WEST BENGAL AND BANGLADESH 279, 281 (Ben Rogaly, Barbara Harriss-White & Sugata Bose eds., 1999).

107. Indeed, the CPIM was voted out of power in 2011 after it attempted to expropriate fertile agricultural land for private (national and multinational) industrial development, and because it violently suppressed peasant resistance to its plans. It planned to reallocate this land to the Indian giant, Tata Group, to develop a car assembly plant and to the Indonesian Salim Group to build a motorcycle manufacturing plant. See, e.g., Dia Da Costa, Tensions of Neo-Liberal Development: State Discourse and Dramatic Oppositions in West Bengal, 41 CONTRIBUTIONS TO INDIAN SOC. 287, 303–04 (2007). On the CPIM’s use of force, see Martha C. Nussbaum, Violence on the Left: Nandigram and the Communists of West Bengal, DISSERT, Spring 2008, at 27, 30–31. On a wave of popular outrage, the opposition party, Trinamool Congress led by Mamatma Banerjee, opportunistically campaigned on a populist pro-poor platform, winning a majority of electoral seats in the spring of 2011.

108. The political economist Barbara Harriss-White establishes this point in breathtaking
ket structure to the distinctive kinds of legal and economic arrangements that are required to support a supermarket in West Bengal. I suggest that for many small producers, existing markets represent a far more desirable economic, social, and political ideal (despite their inequalities and conflicts) than the corporate legal and contractual regime that would replace them.

To briefly summarize a complex and important history, the CPIM came to power in West Bengal in 1977 following a massive popular mobilization against concentration in agricultural land. To that end, it rapidly implemented a series of reforms. First, it extended a land ceiling law to redistribute land over a statutory maximum in small plots to the rural poor. During the late 1960s, the previous left governments achieved significant shifts in land ownership by stripping absentee landlords (ex-zamindars) from large landholdings and redistributing roughly 630,000 acres to nearly one million households. When the CPIM was elected into office in 1977, it was harder to identify very large landowners “isolated from other peasant classes.” The CPIM nonetheless confiscated another 140,000 acres via land ceiling laws and distributed them in tiny plots to approximately an additional one million households.
households.\textsuperscript{113} The party also registered roughly 1.4 million sharecroppers—around 70 percent of the state’s sharecroppers.\textsuperscript{114} Once registered, sharecroppers enjoyed anti-eviction and profit-sharing rights.\textsuperscript{115} Finally, the CPIM instituted a decentralized form of local governance—a three-level \textit{panchayat} system—to expand democratic representation.\textsuperscript{116} Taken together, one of the CPIM’s most important achievements was thus to vest particular kinds of property rights and, with them, political rights in the rural poor.

In the early years of the CPIM’s reign, West Bengal experienced an agricultural transformation. When the CPIM came to power, West Bengal’s rate of agricultural production lagged behind most Indian states.\textsuperscript{117} By the early 1980s, however, and continuing until the early 1990s, its foodgrain production increased dramatically, outperforming other East Indian states.\textsuperscript{118} The government unambiguously credited its land and tenancy reforms for this remarkable rate of growth. In the words of Chief Minister Jyoti Basu, “Our land reforms are responsible for it.”\textsuperscript{119} Scholars, however, have debated the broader social effects of these

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{113} Harriss-White, supra note 108, at 6. For more precise figures, see Arild Engelsen Ruud, \textit{From Untouchable to Communist: Wealth, Power and Status Among Supporters of the Community Party (Marxist) in Rural West Bengal, in Sonar Bangla?}, supra note 106, at 253, 261, 276 n.11.
\item \textsuperscript{114} Harriss-White, supra note 108, at 6.
\item \textsuperscript{115} These rights were mostly already encoded in legislation but poorly implemented until the CPIM’s efforts at registration and reform. See The West Bengal Land Reforms Act, 1955 (with 1977 amendments closing loopholes in the 1955 Act), available at http://www.wbrsrsa.org/exam_pdf/West%20Bengal%20Land%20Reforms%20Act,%201955.pdf.
\item \textsuperscript{118} Rogaly et al., supra note 111, at 12 (reporting that “[f]oodgrains production in West Bengal had grown by between 4.3 and 6.5 per cent per annum” depending on different figures and calculations).
\end{itemize}
agrarian reforms as they analyze, on the one hand, West Bengal’s transformation from a deficit to a surplus state and the accompanying material improvements in the lives of rural poor, yet on the other hand, the persistence of rural poverty and little change in the overall structure of agrarian power.120

What this disparity suggests is that the relationship between agrarian structure and market structure is complex. Land reforms helped to increase the number of agricultural households able to generate surplus crops for market exchange. Today, small farmers—that is, farmers with about two acres of land—own 84 percent of agricultural land, and the number is even higher when it includes registered sharecroppers.121 But at the same time, non-landed relations of labor and market exchange have played a significant role in perpetuating poverty and exploitation in rural West Bengal. Indeed, even as the CPIM was redistributing landed wealth in favor of the rural poor, a community of trading elite known as Marwaris had consolidated large agro-commercial firms.122 Marwaris have long been a diasporic trading community in Bengal, and they have continued to play a dominant role in its rural economy until today.123 With wealth from commerce and urban professions, they had little interest in opposing land reforms.124 Critically for them, the CPIM imposed no equivalent ceiling on finance capital. To the contrary, the CPIM extended privileged access to finance from “nationalised banks and state development finance corporations” to its agro-commercial elite.125 They did so because large-scale trading firms and privately owned rice mills

120. See Harriss, supra note 119, at 1243–44. For example, at the millennium, the state’s share of poverty was just above the national average (a decline from prior decades), but its share of rural poverty remained high: “84 per cent of the absolutely poor population of West Bengal lived in rural areas, compared to 74 per cent in India as a whole.” Dev. & Planning Dep’t, Gov’t of W. Bengal, West Bengal Human Development Report 2004 at 9 (2004), available at http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/nationalreports/asiathepacific/india/India_West%20Bengal_2004_en.pdf. Its literacy, education, and health levels also trailed behind other states. Id. at 37. See also Arup Maharatna, Population, Economy and Society in West Bengal Since the 1970s, 43 J. Dev. Stud. 1381 (2007).

121. Interview with Asim Dasgupta, Finance Minister, in Salt Lake City, West Bengal (Dec. 4, 2010).

122. Marwari, as Harriss-White explains, is “a ‘multivalent term’ forged through migration, trade, and capitalist alliances to define a heterogenous set of castes.” Harriss-White, supra note 108, at 28. She explains further that “Marwari identity has been created through the strategic behavior of these business families in the public sphere, drawing on symbols of kinship, lineage, family, and the ‘domestication’ of women.” Id. at 28–29.

123. Id. at 29–31. For a fascinating account of Marwari migration to Bengal and Marwari efforts to legitimize and legalize futures trading, see Ritu Birla, Stages of Capital: Law, Culture, and Market Governance in Late Colonial India (2009) (chapter four: “Hedging Bets: Speculation, Gambling, and Market Ethics, 1890-1930”).


kept down the costs of procurement for the state in its efforts to provide subsidized foodgrains to urban areas via its public distribution system.\footnote{HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 108, at 2–3, 12.} In sum, the CPIM’s redistribution of agricultural land could not itself radically transform rural economic relations—at least not when its allocation of finance capital permitted elite oligopolistic forces to dominate agricultural markets.\footnote{Id. at 186–87 (offering different explanations for the growth in petty trade and stressing the difficulty of pinpointing causation via field research).}

But small farmers are only part of this market story. In the 1980s, West Bengal also witnessed an “explosion of petty trade.”\footnote{HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 108, at 186.} Land reform helped enable small farmers to produce surplus crops for market exchange in small amounts and in dispersed areas. Small traders, in turn, could earn profits by combining goods and minimizing trading costs.\footnote{Id.} Small farmers and agricultural laborers could also enter into petty trade to supplement their own meager incomes.\footnote{HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 125, at 405.} Many did not become independent traders but rather bulked and traded the supplies of richer farmers, moneylenders, and other market intermediaries—working as “disguised wage labour on to whom the risks of price fluctuations can be transferred.”\footnote{Interview with farmer in Surya Nagar Village (between Baruipur and Joynagar) in District South 24 Paraganas, West Bengal (Sept. 26, 2010); see also Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 405.} As one small farmer told me, nearly all the agricultural households in his village included family members engaged in agricultural trade. This farmer, for example, would sell his family’s own produce at the closest rural wholesale market. He would also regularly travel several hours by train to reach the largest wholesale market in Kolkata to sell the goods of a wealthy broker, which arrived to the market daily via lorry. He would purchase these goods on credit and pay the broker a commission of his sales—illustrating how in West Bengal small-scale farming and small-scale trading, rather than necessarily representing a divergent set of interests, can be deeply interlinked.\footnote{Interview with farmer in Surya Nagar Village (between Baruipur and Joynagar) in District South 24 Paraganas, West Bengal (Sept. 26, 2010); see also Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 405.}

Thus, even as agricultural land in West Bengal became decentralized, agricultural markets in the state developed into a two-tiered and markedly unequal system that in many ways perpetuated, rather than eradicated, agrarian poverty. Powerful local monopolies that controlled
rice mills and potato storage dominated wholesale trade. And they used their own and state-supplied sources of finance to tie not only small farmers but also a mass of small traders, dependent on external sources of credit, to them. In this way, the political economist Barbara Harriss-White argues, “they were able to stave off any threat to their supplies that might have arisen from small-scale traders buying from the producers.” And the state enabled, if not supported, this split between the concentration of a small trading elite, on the one hand, and the proliferation and simultaneous pauperization of petty production and trade, on the other. “Despite state regulation,” Harriss-White explains, “the barriers to entry into petty trading are not high enough to prevent a proliferation of intermediaries at the base of the structure.” But rather than create “a regulative environment which incentivizes livelihoods based on dispersed and small-scale accumulation,” the CPIM kept petty trade mostly unlicensed and without access to state-regulated banking institutions, at the same time that it protected the mercantile elite. It was only in the 1990s, that “[b]etween the extremes, the intermediaries known as middlemen—wholesalers, brokers and commission agents” increased in power. Liberalizing reforms, specifically the de-licensing of numerous aspects of processing and trading in rice, meant that mid-size intermediaries were “able to borrow independently from banks and to transport and store without constraint other than working capital.”

Today, fresh agricultural produce travels to the consumer in West Bengal through multiple decentralized markets comprised of small, medium, and large traders, wholesalers, and brokers that link small farmers with small retailers. Central government officials, economists, and corporate leaders are now calling for deregulation—that is, the deregulation of the market by the state. But in West Bengal, legal bureaucratic rules are hardly the dominant force structuring the actual practice of market exchange. Although, as I have argued, these markets were certainly shaped by background legal rules of property (both land and finance), the vast majority of wholesale and retail trade is directly regulated primarily by social institutions other than state law. These institutions include private trade associations that have evolved over
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time to compensate for a lack of effective state regulation (and that govern via extralegal rules that often penalize outsiders). They also include social-structural factors such as gender, which “prevents entry into all but the pettiest trading activity” and caste, which “constrains entry into the largest scale trading firms.”

Still, over the past five years, law—and more specifically the power of the state directly to order agricultural trade via its own marketing rules—has become an increasingly important arena for fights about the future of large retail chains. In India, the governance of agriculture is left to state (not federal) regulation and the most contentious state-level legal rules are Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (“APMC”) Acts. Implemented in nearly all states in India, APMC Acts are designed to regulate the first point of sale between the grower and trader in ways intended to benefit farmers. Depending on the state, more or less of its wholesale markets may be “regulated,” that is, governed by APMC legislation, or “private,” that is, operated and governed via the private sector. India-wide approximately 7,161 or 98 percent of the principal wholesale markets or mandis are regulated. And of 27,000 smaller rural periodic wholesale markets or haats, 15 percent are regulated. In West Bengal, the percentage is smaller: according to the then-Minister of Agricultural Marketing, Mortaza Hossain, farmers supply approximately 3,000 different kinds of wholesale markets, but only 200 are regulated or “owned or controlled by our government.”

Regulated markets are supposed to be administered by a democratic committee comprised of state and local government officials and representatives of various market sectors such as growers, financiers, and cooperative

140. Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 409; see also S.S. Acharya, 17 STATE OF THE INDIAN FARMER: AGRICULTURAL MARKETING 106 (2004) (arguing that in existing regulated markets “traders, commission agents and other functionaries have organised themselves into associations and do not allow entry of new persons”).

141. Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 390.

142. These Acts have colonial roots. In the 1920s, the British government began to investigate the shortcomings of its own agricultural markets. It proposed a number of state controls that, although mostly unimplemented at home, were exported to India in 1928 via the Royal Commission on Agriculture to standardize and rationalize the markets that produced the colonial power’s imported crops. “Regulated markets,” however, only became a significant percentage of India’s wholesale markets in the decades following independence. Barbara Harriss, Inaction, Interaction and Action: Regulated Agricultural Markets in Tamil Nadu, SOC. SCIENTIST, Nov. 1980, at 96, 96, 97–98 (1980). See also Acharya, supra note 140, at 99–100.
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marketing societies. Committees are charged with providing services such as dispute resolution and market information as well as dispensing licenses to all of the various buyers and intermediaries trading in the market—with the power to revoke these licenses in the case of malpractices.147

In recent years, policy analysts have attacked regulated markets as a source of state-controlled inefficiencies and bureaucratic rent.148 In the wholesale markets of West Bengal, however, I found highly decentralized forms of commodity exchange governed primarily not by state regulation, but rather by dense relational networks and extralegal norms.149 In some cases, legal rules were known and openly flouted. In others, they were simply too far detached from reality on the ground to have much effect—an irony given that these markets are currently the subject of a raging national debate over how best to deregulate them. At the same time, understanding the governance structures of existing markets helps to make clear how different legal rules could privilege new market actors—namely, corporate retail chains—against the current configuration of wholesale traders and agents. Here, then, is a brief description of one of the largest regulated mandis, which chiefly functions as a primary wholesale market where farmers can bring their goods, and one of the largest private mandis, which chiefly functions as a secondary wholesale market where goods are exchanged among different traders as well as retail vendors.

B. Siliguri Regulated Market

Siliguri Regulated Market is on the outskirts of Siliguri, the largest city in the northern part of West Bengal. It is linked to Kolkata via train as well as by a small domestic airport. Asok Santra, then-CEO and Secretary of the West Bengal State Marketing Board, described it as one of


148. Acharya, supra note 144, at 2–4 (“Agricultural marketing in India is characterized by pervasive government intervention . . . . [M]arket failure is occurring due to excessive state intervention . . . . By and large, APMCs have emerged as some sort of government-sponsored monopolies in the supply of marketing services/facilities, with all the drawbacks and inefficiency associated with public sector monopolies.”); CII–A.T. KEARNEY, R ETAIL IN I NDIA: G ETTING ORGANIZED TO D RIVE GROWTH 18 (2006) (“The APMC Act has proved a deterrent in developing efficient practices, both for the retailer as well as for the farmer. The Act provides a monopoly status to the state-owned Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee in the purchase of agricultural produce from farmers.”).

149. See also HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 108, at 199 (observing that in West Bengal APMC legislation operates “according to neither its letter nor its spirit”).
the state’s “biggest model market yards.”150 According to Hiranmoy Majumdar, the accountant of the Siliguri Regulated Market Committee, it covers 53.5 acres of land.151 As a regulated market, it is funded by a percentage fee levied on all market transactions, which is collected from buyers when they exit the market rather than from sellers when they enter (to lessen hardships on farmers).152

In West Bengal, regulated markets are designed, in the words of the then-Minister of Agricultural Marketing, Mortoza Hossain, “to minimise the power of local agents.”153 Or as Santra insisted, “in my [regulated] markets, traders are buying directly from the farmers. That means there is no agent or anybody else who will purchase on [their] behalf.”154 Prefiguring the design of corporate supermarket chains, the CPIM has long pledged to “eradicate the middleman” on behalf of farmers and consumers even as, as Harriss-White wryly notes, it has presided “over a multiplication of middlemen without precedence in the entire history of Bengal.”155 Indeed, despite Santra’s insistence to the contrary, commission agents—that is, middlemen who broker transactions for a commission—populate every corner of Siliguri market. They rent large stalls on long-term leases from the local market committee, which also grants them yearly trade licenses. They procure their goods from a mix of farmers and wholesale traders and sell either to retail vendors or other wholesale traders. The wealthiest commission agents sell to traders who export goods to other states and out of the country. One commission agent summarized the situation as follows: “There are places for the farmers but they never come and sell. Vacant places have been constructed by the government . . . but it’s impossible for them to come and sell.”156 And despite marketing laws that require all sales to “be made by open auction or . . . by open agreement as may be permitted by the market committee,”157 commission agents regularly negotiate deals in ways that are not necessarily transparent to either farmers or buyers.158

150. Interview with Asok Santra, CEO and Secretary of West Bengal State Marketing Board, in Kolkata, West Bengal (Nov. 9, 2010).
151. Interview with Hiranmoy Majumdar, Accountant of the Siliguri Regulated Market Committee, in Siliguri, West Bengal (Nov. 19, 2010).
152. For horticulture produce, buyers are supposed to pay a 1 percent levy on their purchase at a checkpoint when they exit the market.
153. Regulated Markets to Reduce Power of Local Agents, supra note 146, at 27.
154. Interview with Asok Santra, CEO and Secretary of West Bengal State Marketing Board, in Kolkata, West Bengal (Nov. 18, 2010).
155. Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 408.
156. Interview with Commission Agent in Siliguri, West Bengal (Nov. 19, 2010).
158. Majumdar tactfully suggested that auctions are not regular events. Interview with Majumdar, supra note 151. Commission agents were far more blunt: “[Auctions] do not exist
Why can commission agents dominate the regulated market in this way? A farmer who had brought about 250kg of cauliflower to the market that morning explained that he would compare rates at his local *haust* with rates in the regulated wholesale market. In the much smaller *haust*, he would sell his produce to a local trader (who would, in turn, likely bring it to a larger wholesale market such as this one). But in Siliguri he used a commission agent. The system in Siliguri is different he told me; here he could not “recognize” the buyers. He and others repeated this phrase (about who could or could not recognize buyers) to explain why farmers relied on commission agents despite the regulated market law. What they meant by this was not only, or not necessarily, that farmers did not know who the buyers were but that they had no relationship with them. Large wholesale buyers often purchase goods on credit, perhaps settling their bills after a few weeks. Even if a farmer could afford to delay his payment, he could not transact in this way without certain kinds of relationships—a network he could trust. At the same time, wholesale buyers often prefer to deal with intermediaries they know over long periods of time. As traders told Harriss-White, “‘[t]he entire trade runs on verbal contract’” and “‘[a] known face is the only one I do business with.’” Thus, the cauliflower farmer I spoke with in Siliguri explained that he would give his goods to a commission agent who would pay him that day, minus an 8 to 10 percent commission, using a reputational network to broker sales that, as a farmer, he lacked.

The vulnerability of farmers and the limits on their trust networks mean that brokers play a very important role in agricultural markets in West Bengal and throughout India. Brokerage, as Denis Vidal argues, does not simply siphon off rent from the labor of buying and selling, it enables and expands market exchange. Commission agents extend the informational capabilities of buyers and sellers beyond what they could acquire individually, and they create relationships of trust among otherwise anonymous market actors. “It is through the broker,” Vidal observes, “that supply and demand are defined and that the evaluation of
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159. Interview with farmer in Siliguri, West Bengal (Nov. 19, 2010) (Namgyal Sherpa trans.).
customer and trader is made.” 163 Policy analysts miss this observation when they criticize commission agents for acting as both brokers and traders (and thus with potentially conflicting economic interests). 164

Indeed, it is precisely because commission agents do not act simply as go-betweens on behalf of other principals, but rather make market transactions possible, that it is genuinely difficult to separate commission from trade in Indian wholesale markets. Traders trade on their own accounts. But, as Mekhala Krishnamurthy argues, commission agents likewise “take the risk and responsibility of purchasing and handling the produce on their own accounts for a period of time before settling the transaction, recovering their costs, and collecting their commissions.” 165 Given how these networks facilitate market exchange, it is thus not at all obvious how state regulators should differentiate between transaction costs—which Santra told me the CPIM aimed to eliminate by eradicating commission agents—and legitimate trade and traders—which Santra explained that his party meant to sustain. 166

Commission agents in West Bengal also transgress divisions between trade and production, which in turn further muddies the line between brokerage and trade. Larger commission agents have farmers tied to them through interlinked agreements. 167 As Vidal thus argues, “the practice of traders who are being paid only on a commission basis but who nevertheless advance most of the price of the [commodity] to the seller before the transaction takes place, blurs practically any distinction between the main partners of a transaction (the ‘real’ buyers and the

163. Id. at 1354. See also Denis Vidal, Markets and Intermediaries: An Enquiry About the Principles of Market Economy in the Grain Market of Delhi, in DELHI: URBAN SPACE AND HUMAN DESTINIES 125 (Véronique Dupont, Emma Tarlo & Denis Vidal eds., 2000). In his work on the largest grain wholesale market in Delhi, Vidal explains further that “if one were coming to the market in order to buy or sell anything without being represented by . . . some insider, not only would that person risk being neglected but he would also find that the only possible transaction open to him would be the direct exchange of cash against merchandise.” Id. at 135.

164. See, e.g., Marcel Fafchamps, Ruth Vargas-Hill & Bart Minten, Quality Control and the Marketing of Non-staple Crops in India, in GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS, STANDARDS AND THE POOR 122, 125 (Johan F.M. Swinnen ed. 2007); Minten et al., supra note 95, at 19–20.
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167. I could not uncover reliable statistical data on the percentage of farmers engaged in interlinked agreements at the Siliguri market. Recent general studies on Indian wholesale markets vary in their findings. For example, in a study of regulated wholesale markets in Maharashtra, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh, the authors report that they found far fewer advanced linkages than they anticipated: only 9 percent of farmers received credit or other kinds of inputs in advance from their buyers. Fafchamps et al., supra note 164, at 125. However, in a study in two rural districts in the state of Punjab, Anita Gill reports that commission agents are the primary form of credit for farmers who use crops as their collateral. Anita Gill, Interlinked Agrarian Credit Markets: Case Study of Punjab, 39 ECON. & POL. W.KLY. 3741, 3745–48 (2004).
‘real’ sellers) and the intermediaries.”

Consider, as an example of this sort of operation, Sankar Prasad & Sons, a family firm that is one of the largest of the approximately thirty to forty commission agents in Siliguri that deal in oranges (grossing five to six crores or nearly $1 million for the season). This family business works with fifty to sixty orange farmers who are also intermediaries—village aggregators who bulk the produce of smaller farmers in their village and then transact with commission agents on the smaller farmers’ behalves. These farmers-cum-intermediaries bring their fruit to a large storage area in the market where mostly female wage laborers sit on the ground sorting, grading, and packaging them.

One son, Sanjay Prasad, told me that he pays his farmers one year in advance so that “the garden is locked for me [and these farmers] will not sell to other people.” He enforces this arrangement informally—there is no written contractual agreement: “[The farmer is] not allowed, but it’s not written, there’s no fixed agreement between us like that, just like we talk.” Prasad does not negotiate a particular purchase price with the farmer. Rather he offers a sum of money, roughly based on the previous year’s transaction, which he will then adjust up or down based on the market and its fluctuations during the orange season. Prasad explained, “Suppose I gave him five lakhs of rupees in advance one year earlier, so he’s taking that money . . . when the season comes he starts bringing the oranges, his own gardens and others’ gardens also. Then it depends on the market what his fate will be and what our fate will be.” Relations of debt and credit are carried forward each year. If after the season the farmer still owes the agent money, then “we adjust, another year again we try. That depends on the relationship we have.”

Prasad argued that this relationship enables farmers to access the capital they need to cultivate, and it links them to wholesale buyers while simultaneously protecting them from those buyers’ aggressive and speculative practices. And Prasad is likely right, at least to some extent. In her ethnography of regulated wholesale markets in Madhya Pradesh, Krishnamurthy recounts highly politicized struggles in the 1980s to abolish commission agents in grain markets. Commission agents exploited farmers by, among other things, charging interest on credit,
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delaying capital, and pegging scales in their favor.  

Farmers, however, reported that conditions for them worsened in the decade after commission agents were banned from the market. Without the agents, the market was governed by younger, more aggressive traders who were less invested in maintaining personal relations with individual farmers. Krishnamurthy explains that—consistent with other studies of patron-client relations in India—the farmers she studied had “lost the individual attention, common courtesy, frequent contact, and on occasion, personal protection that had come with their status as grahaks or customers of their respective arhatiyas [commission agents]. Even with all the well-known malpractices . . . the arhatiya too had to work hard to ensure that he maintained his clients, never going so far in his extraction so as to injure a farmer into leaving” the market. As one farmer she interviewed put it, in the aftermath of the change “‘[w]e experienced only exploitation without any sense of attachment.’” Krishnamurthy reports that once commission agents and the personal networks they had created were abolished in favor of “direct” sales, farmers needed far more intensive state regulation and technological support to ensure fair market practices.

In Siliguri, parties of vastly unequal wealth and power are likewise linked together in robust relationships that combine control and dependency with trust and facilitation. These complex relationships are mediated by finance capital and collective social organization. And it would seem that even in the state’s model regulated market they are governed least of all by state marketing law. Intermediaries play an intrinsic role and very small farmers (the majority of agricultural producers) are not present at all. As Prasad put it: “Like all the middlemen’s middlemen’s middlemen’s middlemen, it’s a long chain.”

As the next section suggests, there are few, if any, differences to this long chain in private markets—that is, the markets that are not formally regulated by state bureaucracy and marketing committees.

174. Id. at 65.
175. Id. at 90, 131, 213.
177. Krishnamurthy, supra note 165, at 92.
178. Id. at 100–21.
179. Interview with Prasad, supra note 158.
The Kolay market—owned and managed by the Kolay family who founded it in 1933—is a secondary wholesale market and the largest wholesale market in Kolkata. Located next to the major Shealdah train station, it covers approximately 57,600 square feet. By one estimate, it handles 400 tons of produce per day. It operates according to a two-tiered system. Small traders, who procure produce from farmers in haats, travel by train to Kolkata. Upon entering the market (or if they are very poor upon leaving after they have sold their goods), they pay a fee per “head load”—literally per bundle that is carried into the market, often on the head of a low-caste laborer. They take their place in the center of the market in a crowded mass of buyers and sellers.

The second tier is comprised of powerful commission agents who rent spaces around the periphery (often on leases held for generations). These agents bring truckloads of produce to the market from primary wholesale markets both within West Bengal as well as from other states. They sell what they can directly to large buyers, paying a fee to the Kolay family based on the units of goods they sell. They give the remainder to small traders who buy from them on credit. These small traders (who may themselves be small farmers supplementing their income) squat in front of commission agents’ offices selling to small buyers in the market and likewise paying a market fee per container that they sell. Like in Siliguri, these sales are not conducted via transparent (open outcry) auctions. They are, however, perhaps better monitored from above. As one seller assured me when I asked how his market fees were calculated amidst the pandemonium of the market, “the owner has got his representative here. He is looking.” (By contrast, I visited regulated markets where officials reported that market fees had not been collected for months if not years.) The owner, Bablu Kolay, and his staff also keep general tabs on market relations, sometimes even providing dispute resolution services, for example interfering to interrupt the “debt circle” between commission agents and the small traders tied to

180. Interview with Bablu Kolay, owner of Kolay Market, in Kolkata, West Bengal (Oct. 2, 2010).
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183. See also Barbara Harriss-White, Order, Order. . . Agro-Commercial Micro-Structures and the State: The Experience of Regulation, in INSTITUTIONS AND ECONOMIC CHANGE IN SOUTH ASIA 275, 295 (Burton Stein & Sanjay Subrahmanym eds., 1996) (observing that in regulated markets in West Bengal that “[f]ees are levied not ad valorem but ad hoc”); HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 108, at 199 (same).
them, by encouraging a compromise.\footnote{184}

Although Kolay market is a private market, it is nonetheless subject to a range of state laws—few of which, again, have regulatory effect on the ground. For example, anyone engaged in agricultural trade anywhere in the state (in a regulated or private market) is supposed to have a license from the West Bengal State Marketing Board to conduct business legally.\footnote{185} When I asked Bablu Kolay about his relationship with the Board, he explained that he only holds a license from the Kolkata municipality to operate the market in its jurisdiction. But all of the agricultural trade—selling and reselling—that happens inside of the market is outside the APMC state system. Traders inside the market do not hold APMC licenses nor, he explained, does the state require it. In Kolay’s words: “Yes, the marketing board . . . I know those people, but, you know, we’ve not registered with them. And it’s not mandatory to register with them.”\footnote{186} Of course it is mandatory to register and for all traders to be licensed—the language of the AMPC Act makes this entirely clear.\footnote{187} But state marketing law has little relevance, either formally or informally, to the internal governance of his market. For example, when I asked whether his son, an attorney working in a prestigious transnational law firm, would eventually join the market, Kolay described his legal training as a liability: “His mindset is totally different. Here, you have to do a lot of PR . . . you have to do a lot of PR with different politicians, of different political parties; you have to do a lot of adjustments . . . the way he’s worked for the last five, six years, will not allow him to fit in.”\footnote{188} Kolay believes that the skills one needs to manage one of West Bengal’s most powerful wholesale markets are in politics, not in law.

Or to put this point a bit differently, the leftist state does not govern commodity markets through legislative and licensing regimes that function to control and constrain them, as Western liberal policy analysts might presume. Nor, to be sure, does it govern commodity markets via transparent, coherent, uniform legal rules designed to promote free and fair competition, as they would desire. Rather it governs, if at all,
through more opaque, less uniform, and patronage-based kinds of political accommodations (such as privileging certain elite actors like Kolay). Harriss-White puts the point well when she notes that from the early 1980s onwards, development agencies and financial institutions alike assumed that in West Bengal the relationship between the state and market “was one of conflict.”“The reverse,” she argues, “was actually more typical.”

D. Reconfiguring State and Market

This accommodation between the state and the market in West Bengal has shifted with the rise of a new and far more powerful agro-commercial elite. As retail chains started spreading to East India from the West and South, the CPIM-led state government began to require—and to refuse to grant—APMC licenses for any large corporate entity that wishes to engage in agricultural trade. Consider the comments of the MIT-trained economics professor and then-Finance Minister Asim Dasgupta:

The corporate houses have come here, but they have gone back. Reliance started building big malls and so forth, but total number is not very much, because, you will ask—is there a legal prohibition? There is a legal prohibition... this is the Agricultural Produce Market Regulation Act... they have to get a license from regulated market committees, and we have denied that license. That is the legal power which most of the states can use. We have the power.

This use of “legal power” signals a marked regulatory shift. When Keventer’s Fresh Limited set up shop to trade in fresh fruits and vegetables, it described a rather sleepy state of affairs in West Bengal. In 2006, it encountered little trouble procuring an APMC license when it applied for one. The Managing Director, Mayank Jalan, recounted:

We took [the APMC license] in 2006, when nobody was really looking at this, and nobody really knew what the department is; nobody even knew where the office is of the department. I remember the first time when we actually applied for the license—it took us about two weeks just to find that law book, and in every shop, the law book was not there. They said, ‘We haven’t even heard of this law; what is this?’ So we just got it then. It was just a stroke of luck or good timing. And then suddenly, it became a really big issue; it had blown up. So since we had it, they couldn’t do anything about it.

The West Bengal state government enacted its APMC Act in 1972, five
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years before the CPIM came to power. But far from wielding significant regulatory force—at least according to Jalan—until just a few years ago it was largely unknown. Since 2008, however, Keventer’s Fresh has repeatedly defended its license before the Kolkata High Court against attempts by the state and local marketing boards to retract it (on various technical grounds). At the same time, as my interview with Bablu Kolay suggests, the State Marketing Board continues to permit a great deal of unlicensed trade. As Santra (then-CEO and Secretary of the Board) admitted, it explicitly distinguishes between large corporate capital—domestic as much as multinational—and everyone else. For small traders, he explained, “we are not forcing now.” Indeed, petty traders and farmers will not have heard of the APMC at all. And even powerful local actors such as Kolay have remained unaffected by APMC license requirements.

From the perspective of the CPIM, retrenching corporate power via its licensing regime is a legitimate matter of political governance: it is the state’s responsibility to allocate economic power to ensure the survival of the majority of its market actors. But from the perspective of neoliberal legal principles such as freedom of contract—which stipulate the formal equality of all market actors—the state’s legal distinction between the very large versus the rest is untenable. One can thus appreciate why the state government of West Bengal is under ongoing pressure from the central Indian government as well as corporate leaders to deregulate and liberalize its agricultural marketing regime.

But what this Part has argued is that formal state marketing law structures little of market life. Underneath the highly politicized efforts of the government to use its legal licensing power to exclude large corporations is a decentralized, fragmented market structure controlled by a range of private actors and institutions. In fact, corporate actors themselves have called for more direct state regulation of the market, complaining of the laissez-faire governance of the leftist state. Consider the comments of Keventer’s Fresh sourcing manager, Sandra Prosad

193. Interview with Debanjan Mandal, Partner, Fox Mandal, in Kolkata, West Bengal (Nov. 15, 2010). Mr. Mandal, counsel for Keventer’s, kindly allowed me to read through court filings and orders, including a 2009 order directing regulated marketing committees to uphold Keventer’s license.

194. Santra made explicitly clear that his party objects to “big corporations” in the “business of agricultural marketing,” whether they are “national or multinational or international.” Interview with Santra, supra note 150.
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Choudhuri, who currently uses Keventer’s APMC license to supply large supermarkets in the state. “For vegetables,” he complained, “here is a market, here is a market, here is a market—all of the markets are not interconnected also. And there is no regulation, no board, no society, [no] monitoring—nothing is there.”¹⁹⁷ For the highly capitalized firm, it is clearly undesirable to exist in an economic space that is comprised of multiple fragmented markets, which set their own internal prices and defy a uniform set of governing rules. “There is no [daily] price point,” Choudhuri groused, within or across these markets because of “abundant unorganized players.” Imagine if instead, he proposed, the state would impose rules to regulate price fluctuations and organize the times and spaces where trading can happen: “Suppose in [the] case of vegetable trading, there is a specific time. Morning six to ten a.m., you can trade the vegetable only. Suppose eight to eleven a.m., you can trade the fruits only . . . . And their price point will be the same at the beginning and at the ending of the trading period.”¹⁹⁸ Rather than a proliferation of markets with significant internal variation, Choudhuri desires a single economic space that is standardized and made predictable in ways that he can more easily navigate. Moreover, he wants the state rather than private market institutions to set the rules that govern this space. In other words, supermarkets and their corporate suppliers want a new kind of regulated market—one that is organized along different principles than the version of the private and “free” market that already exists.

IV. A NEW KIND OF MARKET: CONTRACT FARMING AND SUPERMARKETS IN WEST BENGAL

As Choudhuri’s comments suggest, proponents of supermarket-led food supply chains envision state law as a key force of market transformation. Or as Raj Jain, President of Walmart’s India unit, bluntly put it when he recently encouraged states to change their marketing laws: “‘If we want to become big one day, then reforms would be required.’”¹⁹⁹ To that end, the central Indian Ministry of Agriculture has promulgated a new Model APMC Act that it is presently encouraging all states to adopt.²⁰⁰ The Model Act would legalize procurement contracts between farmers and retail firms so that firms could circumvent the complex

¹⁹⁷. Interview with Choudhuri, supra note 100.
¹⁹⁸. Id.
chain of wholesale markets and intermediaries described above. In this Part, I suggest that contract farming is about producing new configurations of market power, standardization, and control as much as it is about producing greater efficiencies for farmers and consumers. I conclude by suggesting that at stake are hotly contested visions of economic justice that in India inform both practices of resistance to corporate retail and competing ideas of market reform.

To begin, consider a recent study by Marcel Fafchamps, Ruth Vargas-Hill, and Bart Minten that examines trade in maize, mango, potato, tomato, and turmeric in regulated markets in four Indian states. The authors report findings they did not expect:

We started the study concerned that the State Agricultural Produce Market Act may serve as a barrier to entry to trading and, hence, might increase transaction costs for non-staple crops . . . [T]he somewhat obscure way in which auctions are held, [and] the dual role of commission agents [as both broker and wholesaler] . . . suggest that the Produce Market Act generates rents that are captured by a few traders. Whether these rents are sufficiently large to reduce farmer prices and increase consumer prices significantly remains unclear.

In fact, Fafchamps, Vargas-Hill, and Minten suggest that large rather than small capital is hurt most by the current structure. The clear losers in their study are large exporters and processors who want to access high-end consumer markets, and who therefore desire to approach farmers directly and control the supply chain to ensure quality, standardization, and consistency: “For them, liberalization is essential.”

As I will argue in this Part, with liberalization—and specifically with the legitimization of contract farming—“things change,” as Jalan of Keventer’s Fresh told me. “Very frankly,” he offered, with contract farming “it really, really changes; the dynamics of the game change.” As we shall see, contract farming reconfigures the background rules for market competition, giving supermarkets an unprecedented amount of flexibility and control over both production and exchange. Via production contracts, supermarkets can require that farmers grow highly particular types and quantities of crops using specific seeds and technological practices, and they can retain the ability to revise these requirements in the face of market fluctuations and changes in consumer demand.

201. See id. at ch. VII & Addendum on Contract Farming Agreement and its Model Specifications.
202. Fafchamps et al., supra note 164, at 125 (studying Maharashtra, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh) (emphasis added).
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204. Interview with Jalan, supra note 92.
Consider the contract farming plans of Reliance Industries—India’s second largest corporation,205 which has pledged to invest $5.6 billion “to become India’s largest modern retailer.”206 The Chairman and managing director, Mukesh Ambani has promised to connect farmers “directly to Indian and global consumers” by building “a next-generation distribution and logistics system for farmers, so they can share in inclusive growth.”207 According to Abhijit Chattopadhyay, Business Head of Reliance Retail Limited, here is how contract farming would work in West Bengal:

I will take the farmer’s land and lease. The farmer’s land is not mine, the ownership will not change. But the produce whatever will happen for, say, five years or ten years or ninety-nine years, that lease period, will be mine. He cannot sell it to any other guy . . . . [Reliance] will give him the fertilizer. [Reliance] will make sure all the [produce is] of this size, [is] of this weight, and only those produces . . . will be purchased . . . . And [Reliance] will be the owner of the particular produce for that contract period.208

Via a long-term contractual commitment, Reliance will thus ensure a consistent and highly standardized supply of produce. How it sets contract prices, Chattopadhyay made clear, depends on the particular commodity. For example, tomatoes, he argued, are highly perishable: “maximum three days you can keep it. So I cannot have a contract [price] for three months . . . because I don’t know what will be the dump. So I will have a much shorter period for tomato. But for other produce, I could have a longer period.”209 Reliance envisions that farmers will bind themselves to long-term contracts for production (“for, say, five years or ten years or ninety-nine years”) but with prices for different crops set by Reliance multiple times during a season. Prices would depend on a variety of factors that are calibrated to retail sales, including the shelf life of a particular commodity, how much is sold, and how much is wasted.

Indeed, contract farming is especially desirable in a state like West Bengal where land ceiling laws make large agribusiness landholdings possible only with state accommodations.210 And even if complete verti-
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210. Currently, land ceilings are twelve acres for irrigated land and seventeen acres for dry land. See Agricultural Statistics at a Glance 2011, supra note 89, at tbl. 17.1. On corporate purchasing and/or leasing of rural farmland by agribusiness corporations, see Olivier De Schutter,
cal integration were possible, contract farming offers retail giants greater flexibility in the face of market uncertainty. Firms need not become tied to particular pieces of land through property ownership. Instead, they can use contracts to shift the risks of production and ecological degradation onto producers, and they can respond to new market opportunities without the expense of relocation.\footnote{211} As one commentator put it—describing the Indian corporation FieldFresh’s operations in Punjab (a state where contract farming is legally recognized\footnote{212})—“Instead of owning the land and taking on the associated risk . . . the company has struck pacts with local farmers . . . .”\footnote{213} Moreover, by formally contracting for agricultural goods (rather than employing agricultural workers), corporations can also benefit from unregulated (non-wage) labor without assuming any direct responsibility for work practices.\footnote{214} Thus, the international small farmer’s group Via Campesina has argued that corporate agro-commercial power now flows less from land ownership than from the ability to control the means of production—“loans, materials supply, the dissemination of new technologies”—via contract.\footnote{215}

So far the state government of West Bengal has kept these sorts of contractual arrangements with farmers formally illegal via its licensing regime.\footnote{216} When I asked the then-Minister of Agriculture, Narendranath Dey, about the state’s hostility to contract farming, he explained that under a regime of contract farming, the land owned by small farmers

\footnote{211. See Burch & Goss, supra note 29, at 347–48.}
\footnote{212. See, e.g., Sharanjit S. Dhillon & Navchetan Singh, Contract Farming in Punjab: An Analysis of Problems, Challenges and Opportunities, 44 Pak. Econ. & Soc. Rev. 19, 26 (2006).}
\footnote{213. Mukesh Pandey et al., FieldFresh Foods: Linking Indian Fields to the World 6 (Mich. State Univ., 2010). FieldFresh Foods Pvt Ltd. is an agribusiness joint venture between Bharti Enterprises and a Rothschild funded investment company created to export Indian fruits and vegetables to western supermarkets. The Next Big Thing, supra note 93, at 70.}
\footnote{214. For a fascinating example in the Indian context, see Priti Ramamurthy, Rearticulating Caste: The Global Cottonseed Commodity Chain and the Paradox of Smallholder Capitalism in South India, 43 Env’t & Plan. 1035, 1035–36 (2011) (arguing that “as wage rates rise and seed prices do not” corporations prefer to outsource cottonseed production via contract with complex social, economic, and dignitary effects for newly propertied low-caste farmers).}
\footnote{216. This is a decision that the new government has thus far pledged to continue. See, e.g., Sutanuka Ghosal, West Bengal Government May Amend APMC Act, Econ. Times (June 12, 2012, 4:21 PM), http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-06-12/news/32195018_1_apmc-act-contract-farming-west-bengal (reporting that “the state government will not follow the Centre’s advice on adopting contract farming”).}
ultimately will go to . . . a zamindar in disguise." Zamindars were colonial-era landowners that extracted rents from peasants and the first targets of land reform after independence. Dey thus argued that the corporation would become the new zamindar and the farmer “will lose his freedom” not through semi-feudal property relations but rather through contract.

This is a common argument in West Bengal. But the Minister meant something more subtle than the literal loss of land when farmers default on their agreements. Against neoliberal ideology that valorizes contracts as facilitating market exchange, Dey claimed that contracts constrain desirable market activity. Contracts, he argued, require the farmer to sell his produce at an already agreed upon price whereas “in our present government, the market, the demand and supply will always determine . . . the price. Farmers will have their own land, they will cultivate according to their choice, they will sell their products at the rate of the market price. All this [will be] the freedom of the farmers.”

That is, farmers will have the freedom to participate in uncertain spot markets rather than experience the domination that could result when market relations assume more fixed, centralized, and durable institutionalized forms.

In other words, for Dey, the enforcement of contracts is a public decision that governs how power, resources, risk, and security are distributed in the market. By refusing to recognize production contracts, the state is actively choosing to favor certain actors and relationships over others—that is, corporate firms cannot legitimize their arrangements with farmers via the force of state law. “What is then the contract?”, Dey asked, “Contract is some agreement, and you will have to go according to the agreement. That is the problem.”

217. Interview with Narendranath Dey, Minister of Agriculture, in Kolkata, West Bengal (Oct. 8, 2010).
218. See supra note 110.
219. Interview with Dey, supra note 217.
220. As Santra put it: “In the name of a long term contract . . . farmers lose their control over the small ancestral land . . . maybe two or three years down the line, he’ll be left with no option but to surrender his land to one of his corporate giants.” Interview with Santra, supra note 150. And indeed, as the alarmingly high rates of farmer suicides in the post-liberalization era suggest, the indebtedness of small farmers is now a national crisis. See, e.g., Jeffrey Neilson & Bill Pritchard, The Final Frontier? The Global Roll-out of the Retail Revolution in India, in SUPERMARKETS AND AGRICULTURE SUPPLY CHAINS, supra note 6, at 219, 237; Weiss, supra note 20, at 110.
221. Interview with Dey, supra note 217.
223. Interview with Dey, supra note 217.
regime would instead protect the farmer’s freedom to change his mind against the corporation’s efforts to constrain it.

In offering this sort of political and ideological representation for farmers, the Minister of Agriculture was invoking an image of the rural poor as independent entrepreneurs making decisions based on the agricultural environment and supply and demand. But as I suggested in the section above, farmers in West Bengal are already part of a complex and hierarchical relational/regulatory regime—some of it state-based, most of it not—that structures their market opportunities. It is precisely these constraints, supermarket proponents argue, that the state could eliminate by legitimating formal legal contracts between firms and farmers. Because farmers’ welfare is at the heart of this debate, it is to their own representations of the costs and benefits of potential market transformation that I now turn.

I spoke with approximately one hundred small vegetable farmers (often in small groups) in four village sites all within a two-hour radius (north and south) of Kolkata. Most owned approximately one to two acres of land. I focused on trade in fresh vegetables and fruits because it is widely acknowledged as the most challenging and important sector for supermarkets to capture: again, when consumers abandon their local vendors for daily produce, supermarkets are entrenched. Not all farmers were forthcoming about their earnings, but several stated that they earned around 4,000 rupees per month (roughly eighty dollars), just enough, they suggested, to maintain their families. Most of the small farmers I spoke with told me that they sell their produce at their closest local haat where they work with a number of different intermediaries. Very often, they said, these intermediaries are “known people” with whom they have been dealing for some time. These intermediaries are small traders or small commission agents who typically bring goods to wholesale markets (this particular distinction did not appear especially relevant—farmers treated both as their buyers). None of the farmers I spoke with had pre-committed their crop to any agents or traders, and they reported that, at least for them, interlinked sales were uncommon. Some, however, would give their goods to traders on credit and settle their bills only after one week. This description is consistent with what

224. Because horticulture farming is especially labor intensive, it is disproportionately produced by small farmers who can recruit unpaid family labor and thus earn higher profits than if they cultivate staple crops like wheat or paddy where more of the production is easily mechanized. See, e.g., Reardon et al., Supermarket Revolution in Asia, supra note 39, at 12335.

researchers reported from a recent study on horticulture farmers in Uttarakhand. Although farmers could choose from among many brokers, several farmers would work with just a few that they knew personally, often for long periods of time.226

What small farmers repeatedly told me is that existing markets worked for particular kinds of fresh commodities. By “worked,” they meant that the market set prices through reasonably competitive forces of supply and demand rather than simply through naked power relations and speculative accumulation (as is more often the case, they argued, for commodities like potatoes, rice, and mustard seed oil). But their idea of the market as a (limited) source of equity also reflected their sense of how these markets were embedded in particular social relations. Thus, even in spot vegetable markets, farmers would enter into more stable and longer-term trading arrangements with particular “known” traders. In these trust relations, they perhaps felt exploited but not overly so. By contrast, they sensed that with large corporations things could get out of hand.

In all my conversations, I discussed Reliance as my example of an Indian retail chain interested in contract farming. Some farmers had heard of Reliance’s contract farming plans. As one put it: “They themselves are going to open a brokerage house here, and do the system we had earlier, where people would give us money to cultivate certain crops,” referring to a time when fields in the area were tied to commission agents.227 Some farmers were already selling to Reliance representatives who were (illegally but quite commonly) buying produce in local haats and offering farmers a premium (two rupees per kg above the market rate) for high quality produce.228

When I asked farmers what they thought the resale value on their goods was, many suggested that retail vendors would double their selling price. Some expressed resignation: “Even if we know, there is no consequence. Nothing can be done.”229 Others thought that it more rea-

226. Minten et al., supra note 95, at 26–27. They also report that 22 percent of the farmers had received a loan from the broker that they had used in their last transaction. Id. at 29–30. See also Minten et al., supra note 176, at 19 (finding that “95 percent of the farmers in our sample report trusting most brokers”). Compare Mitra et al., supra note 160. Here researchers found that potato farmers in West Bengal “almost universally” reacted “to price offers made by traders” rather than agree in advance to sell to a particular trader at a particular amount or price. Id. at 23. They also report that traders competed for the farmer’s goods—albeit within a narrow price range limited by the farmers’ alternative options to transport their produce to larger wholesale markets to try and sell at the prevailing market price. Id. at 30–31.

227. Interview with farmers in Amboula Village (near Habra) in District North 24 Paraganas, West Bengal (Sept. 19, 2010) (Ratnesh Bhattacharya & Monalisa Saha trans.).

228. Id.

229. Id. (Ratnesh Bhattacharya trans.).
sonably reflected the risk that buyers down the chain may not be able to sell everything and end up with waste.\footnote{Id. See also Minten et al., supra note 95, at 18 (finding, in a study of two wholesale markets in Uttarakhand, margins “as high as 13 percent in the case of green peas and 26 percent in the case of cauliflower” between what farmers receive from wholesalers and what retailers pay to wholesalers).} When I asked whether farmers thought contract farming was a desirable alternative to this current system, the majority expressed strong reservations. Just as the Minister of Agriculture insisted, many farmers told me that they were not interested in using formal contracts to manage price fluctuations or hedge against risk. “The market varies for vegetables, fresh vegetables,” one farmer stated. As a result, he speculated that contract prices would fall below market ones. And if the reverse happens?, I inquired. He answered that, for him, a loss due to market fluctuations is a less painful or “conscious” loss than one due to a longer-term contractual decision.\footnote{Interview with farmer in Santoshpur Village, supra note 3 (Mitra Routh trans.).} This was especially the case, he explained, when farmers negotiate over highly perishable goods that do not depend on storage facilities and processing plants and as a result, as another farmer put it, “we can understand the market.”\footnote{Id.} These farmers were thus arguing that they preferred to hedge against risk through their more immediate knowledge of the market and market relations than through futures contracts with powerful economic actors.

Contract farming makes farmers’ market knowledge increasingly fragile. As Busch and Bain argue, prices for goods traded in wholesale markets “can be far removed from and uncorrelated with the prices of similar products grown under contract,” leaving farmers with insufficient information to bargain.\footnote{Busch & Bain, supra note 32, at 331. See also CHEN ET AL., supra note 34, at 24 (reporting that in their interviews with small farmers “the lack of or limited market information and intelligence on prices and alternative buyers and their limited negotiating or bargaining skills were considered as constraints to initiating [contractual] linkages”).} Indeed, from the perspective of the firm, one reason to favor contracts is non-public, non-transparent pricing.\footnote{See, e.g., Neil Hamilton, Agricultural Contracting: A U.S. Perspective and Issues for India to Consider, in CONTRACT FARMING IN INDIA: A RESOURCE BOOK 1, 5 (Ashok Gulati, PK Joshi & Maurice Landes eds., 2008), available at http://www.ncap.res.in/contract_%20farming.} Moreover, as contract farming becomes more common, spot markets, in turn, become less reliable. Indeed, farmers elsewhere “have voiced concerns that . . . spot market prices become ‘more vulnerable to manipulation and volatility as fewer buyers and sellers account for a larger percentage of the trade.’”\footnote{Busch & Bain, supra note 32, at 331 (quoting Steve Martinez & David E. Davis, Farm Business Practices Coordinate Production with Consumer Preferences, Food Rev., May 2002, at 33).} The farmers I spoke with in West Bengal

\footnotetext{230. Id. See also Minten et al., supra note 95, at 18 (finding, in a study of two wholesale markets in Uttarakhand, margins “as high as 13 percent in the case of green peas and 26 percent in the case of cauliflower” between what farmers receive from wholesalers and what retailers pay to wholesalers).}

\footnotetext{231. Interview with farmer in Santoshpur Village, supra note 3 (Mitra Routh trans.).}

\footnotetext{232. Id.}

\footnotetext{233. Busch & Bain, supra note 32, at 331. See also CHEN ET AL., supra note 34, at 24 (reporting that in their interviews with small farmers “the lack of or limited market information and intelligence on prices and alternative buyers and their limited negotiating or bargaining skills were considered as constraints to initiating [contractual] linkages”).}


expressed similar anxieties. As one put it: “If the market is not there, then we cannot verify the actual amount for that particular produce. In that case, it won’t be possible for us to know the actual price for my produce.”236 Under a corporate regime, farmers, in other words, do not trust that they could access the kind of market information they need to negotiate a price.

Farmers thus distinguished between the market and corporate capital. They described the market as a physical and geographical space characterized by price fluctuation, risk, and opportunity—but of the sort they knew how to navigate and understand. Corporate capital, by contrast, they described as a predatory force, controlling and fixing prices outside of the market. As another farmer argued, the corporation “will fix the rate . . . [we will] be on a monopoly system. They will dictate . . . . So, what will be the rate of my produce, they will decide.”237 These anxieties are well known to corporate actors. For example, I interviewed Vishal Sehgal, Head of Corporate Relations of Metro Cash & Carry, which is an Indian subsidiary of a German corporation. Metro set up shop in Kolkata in late 2008 with an APMC license to engage in wholesale trade. (The license reflects a high-level political compromise; as a condition of entry, Metro explicitly promised not to engage in any contract farming or retail sales.) When I asked Sehgal to describe some of Metro’s challenges as a wholesale trader, he emphasized trust: “do people trust us as a large company? . . . Do they think they are getting into a contract?” Indeed, he ventured that “the failure of large business is that we have not put sufficient trust in the market.”238

So how, then, do farmers trust existing markets? To explore this question, I repeatedly asked farmers whether they thought they were currently receiving fair market prices. Here are some common responses. One farmer replied that he was receiving “the rate of the entire market.” And he proceeded to explain why he was confident that this was the case: “we are doing this [cultivation] generation after generation . . . . So we know the market rates.” Those around him explained that they work with “known people” over many years—traders, they added, to whom they sometimes give their goods on credit: “we trust them, and by season, we finish our produce.”239

236. Interview with farmer in Akonoberia Village (near Haroa) in District North 24 Paraganas, West Bengal (Oct. 3, 2010) (Mitra Routh trans.).
237. Interview with farmers in Amboula Village, supra note 227 (Mitra Routh trans.).
238. Telephone Interview with Vishal Sehgal, Head of Corporate Relations, Metro Cash and Carry India (September 11, 2010). I interviewed Sehgal from Metro’s headquarters in Bangalore because given how politically sensitive they perceived their operations, the local management in Kolkata wished to defer to their central office.
239. Interview with farmers in Akonoberia Village, supra note 236 (Mitra Routh trans.).
Other farmers I spoke with did not emphasize longstanding personal relations as much as the potential for market competition among numerous small intermediaries. For example:

Farmer 1: Before entering the market, we can get an idea of what the day’s market is going to be like. Say, I take eggplants to the market today. I can get a sense at the bazaar that the supply of eggplants is very low, and then I tell the broker that today’s eggplant pricing is fifteen rupees. Now, he will want my price of fifteen rupees . . . .

Farmer 2: Farmers are always going to want to give produce to the market at a daily rate. Because the market cannot just fix the rate any day no matter if it is Tata or anyone else.240

Or for similar comments in another village:

Farmer 1: The middlemen or the vendors, whoever is coming right now, they’re offering different kinds of prices. But if Reliance comes, then he is the only one . . . .

Farmer 2: He will dictate the market. He will buy the whole market.241

The salutary power of markets, these farmers thus argued, depends on intermediaries circulating goods and money “offering different kinds of prices”—a paradigm that corporate capital, with its capacity to “buy the whole market,” threatens to unravel.

At the same time, however, farmers hardly romanticize existing markets, where, as I suggested above, powerful wholesale agents “coexist with crowded, petty trade.”242 As our conversations progressed, many suggested that contract farming would exacerbate—not introduce—serious inequalities and conflicts. Farmers repeatedly told me that powerful parties such as owners of cold storage systems or processing mills controlled commodities such as potatoes, rice, and mustard seed oil, manipulating prices.243 They anticipated that retail giants, with their immense capacity for storage and speculation, would act much the same way.

For example, one farmer argued that if he and others decide to sell produce to Reliance at a fixed rate, “[we] will get [our] money, undoubtedly, but later on those people [will] store it in their house, and the next week, when the market is high, they will sell all at the higher rate. In that

240. Interview with farmers in Amboula Village, supra note 227 (Ratnesh Bhattacharya trans.).
241. Interview with farmers in Santoshpur Village, supra note 3 (Mitra Routh trans.).
243. For detailed analysis of how this works, see Harriss-White, supra note 108, at 146–212.
Another ventured that it was precisely for this reason that the government was trying to keep contract farming illegal:

If [Reliance offers] a higher price, then we’ll take a higher price from them. [But] the government is then thinking that [Reliance will then sell] the supplies at an even higher rate. So then the market no longer has any goods. The supplies are entirely in the hands of the other people. That’s what the government is concerned about.245

Other farmers, however, quickly objected that the government was already beholden to powerful local firms that controlled market supplies and prices (what they called “the capitalists”). “Without the capitalists, the government cannot operate,” one argued. “Now, take rice, potatoes, or mustard seed,” he continued, “The capitalists are controlling these just as they like.”246 Or another: “We wanted [the government to keep the capitalists out.] But is the government able to do that? If these big capitalists want, then the government can’t do anything.”247 These farmers thus argued that rather than regulate the production and distribution of commodities to maximize the livelihoods of small farmers and traders, the government has long accommodated local “big capitalists.”

Yet many farmers insisted that they had more space to maneuver in existing markets than they would under a regime of contract farming with its new demands and constraints. When I asked whether, given these inequalities, farmers would prefer to work directly with Reliance, several demurred, describing Reliance as an even bigger capitalist.248 As one warned, “Reliance won’t come here to incur a loss. Reliance will perform its calculations, and then come here.”249 Or as another explained, “the middleman will make [a] profit [of] hardly two rupees to three rupees. Not much. And in that case, the market will be controlled by us. But for the rich people, once they capture the market, it will be out of control.”250

Over and over, farmers talked of “control.” By control, however, they did not simply mean the opportunity to influence market prices. They also discussed how they would manage their own production and its associated risks. Some farmers thought their income would likely rise under contract farming, but they worried about meeting stringent corpo-

---

244. Interview with farmers in Amboula Village, supra note 227 (Mitra Routh trans.).
245. Id. (Ratnesh Bhattacharya trans.).
246. Id.
247. Id. Harriss-White argues much the same point: “the agro-commercial elite actively developed its ‘clientelage’ to the state to a point where it exercised decisive power over its ‘patron.’” HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 108, at 2–3.
248. Interview with farmers in Amboula Village, supra note 227 (Mitra Routh trans.).
249. Id. (Ratnesh Bhattacharya trans.).
250. Id. (Mitra Routh trans.).
rate demands for quality and uniformity.251 “Suppose we have produced [a] bunch of bananas,” one proposed. “Maybe out of that, few are very big . . . good looking, and they will put [the Reliance name], but what will happen to the [rest]? Those that are not in a bigger shape, [that] may not be that good looking and all. Then we’ll suffer. They will only take the best one.”252 Or another: “They are only [there] in our good periods. But in bad periods, they won’t be there. If my produce is of good quality, they will come and buy it. But if the produce is of bad quality, they will forget it and go home and I will lose.”253 Supermarkets are indeed “tough customers” who demand particular specifications, high volumes, and steady deliveries with little room for error.254 To that end, it is not uncommon for firms to demand a right of first refusal rather than an obligation to purchase the entire crop.255 Nor is it unusual for them to use quality standards to discount or reject a large majority of produce256—sometimes, scholars observe, pretextually when market prices drop below contract ones257 or when firms have access to an increasingly large group of suppliers.258

Intriguingly, farmers also argued that corporate retail standards undercut the possibility of collective action. To manage the risks of contract farming, development scholars and professionals commonly suggest that farmers self-organize into collectives or “self-help groups.”259 (Analysts report that few farmers in India are actually organized in this way.260) The farmers I spoke with told me that production specifications

251. Other researchers likewise report that farmers anticipate higher prices under contract farming but they nonetheless do not deem this added income worth new risks and demands. See, e.g., Christopher B. Barrett, Maren E. Bachke, Marc F. Bellemare, Hope C. Michelson, Sudha Narayanam & Thomas F. Walker, Smallholder Participation in Contract Farming: Comparative Evidence from Five Countries, 40 World Dev. 715, 725 (2012); CHEN ET AL., supra note 34, at 23. See also Hamilton, supra note 234, at 6. R
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and gradations themselves individuate farming households:

Say that Reliance comes to our [village]. And, out of ten families, maybe five families produced good vegetables of good quality and Reliance had a contract with them, and they agreed, and they will sell. But the others will say I don’t have that good quality produce. We’ll sell it in the haat, we’re not interested in going for Reliance. So you cannot expect unity among them, no? It’s very difficult to get.261

But, again, how does this compare to farmers’ current conditions? “Brokers,” farmers explained, “take everything. They don’t go for the best.” Instead, they adjust the rate based on quality.262 And, indeed, small retail shops in Kolkata remain awash with non-uniform, non-beautiful produce.

Farmers thus discussed their current arrangements with a mix of resignation as well as affirmative appreciation and strategic self-interest. To be sure, they complained that intermediaries limit their market opportunities.263 Yet many simultaneously made clear that they did not wish to see a radically different configuration of market power. Here is a conversation among three farmers that captures this tension:

Farmer 1: Even if I want, I cannot sell it in the market directly. Why? The middlemen have got their union. They will stop us.

Farmer 2: We cannot fight with them. We cannot compete with them . . . .

When I suggested that under a contract farming regime there would be no middlemen, I was surprised by their response: “that will [be] bad for us,” they told me. Here is how my translator interpreted the rather lively conversation among the three farmers that ensued:

In that case, the family of the middleman will suffer. It is a “chain-chain” business. Everybody is making money and surviving. So if Reliance is coming directly to us, then the middleman won’t be there, and their family will be starving. So we don’t want that. Everybody is making business; let them do it.264

When I looked somewhat incredulous at this expression of altruism, my interlocutors reminded me how it was that I was having this unlikely conversation. As one put it: “You have come to us through him [my

India, in *The Transformation of Agri-Food Systems*, supra note 27, at 279, 299, 308 n.5 (“Only 2.2 per cent are members of any farmer association and only 4.8 per cent of farming households have a member belonging to a self-help group (SHG).”).

261. Interview with farmer in Santoshpur Village, supra note 3 (Mitra Routh trans.).

262. Interview with farmers in Amboula Village, supra note 227 (Mitra Routh trans.).

263. Some farmers suggested that given the power of local intermediaries, even with contract farming “direct[] [sales] won’t happen”; that is, middlemen would broker arrangements between small farmers and corporate firms. Interview with farmer in Surya Nagar Village, supra note 132 (Ratnesh Bhattacharya trans.).

264. Interview with farmers in Santoshpur Village, supra note 3 (Mitra Routh trans.).
translator’s friend], and again he came to me through [another relation]; it’s a chain. So this will go chainwise.” My translator, however, pressed on unconvinced.

MR: You said the middlemen’s union is a problem for you. So are you feeling for them?

Farmer 1: From very childhood, they are running this business. How can I have their business? 265

Not all farmers I spoke with expressed such eloquent fellow feeling, but none described naked practices of exploitation as much as a combination of mutual constraint and survival when they discussed small-scale trade. “Big big farmers will have contracts with the companies,” one farmer insisted, “Not the small farmers, [we] won’t go.” Small farmers, he continued, would rather sell to “the small businessperson, local businessperson.” 266 When I pressed the farmers on why this was the case, another explained: “If after some days the company goes out, then who will help us? Who will make us survive? . . . Always we’ll look for our profit.” 267

Today, small farmers’ movements around the world call for food sovereignty, peasant unity, and social justice. 268 The farmers I met with did not express their desires in any of these terms. Instead they talked more modestly of preserving their own opportunities for profit and market exchange. As Clifford Geertz famously observed, the traditional bazaar economy is full of “rational calculation, egoistic behavior, [and] technical proficiency,” a description that is no less true for the farmers I met. 269 But these farmers also expressed a particular view of how they wanted markets to function. They spoke of “keeping alive” an arena of petty exchange, risk, competition, and also sociability and trust. For them, the idea that “everybody is making business; let them do it” is its own intrinsic value that markets (and the legal rules that regulate them) should support. From this perspective, capital concentration is not a nat-

265. Id.

266. Interview with farmers in Surya Nagar Village, supra note 132 (Mitra Routh trans.).
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268. See, e.g., CHAIA HELLER, FOOD, FARMS, & SOLIDARITY: FRENCH FARMERS CHALLENGE INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE AND GENETICALLY MODIFIED CROPS (2013). Heller offers a rich ethnographic account of the French smallholder farmers’ union, Confédération Paysanne, which cofounded La Via Campesina, a solidaristic transnational movement that includes small farmers, agricultural laborers, women’s groups, and indigenous people’s groups, and that is comprised of multiple nationally-based organizations such as the Karnataka State Farmers’ Association and the Brazilian Landless Movement. Id. at 75. See also The International Peasant’s Voice, LA VIA CAMPESINA: INT’L PEASANT’S MOVEMENT (Feb. 9, 2011, 2:08 PM), http://viacampesina.org/en/index.php/organisation-mainmenu-44 (defending “small-scale sustainable agriculture as a way to promote social justice and dignity”).

ural function, let alone a virtue, of markets, but rather an economic arrangement of a qualitatively different kind.

Supermarkets operate according to a different market logic. Thus their owners and managers desire a different set of market conditions and, accordingly, state regulations to exist. Let me now return to Jalan’s suggestion that contract farming changes the dynamics of the game. Contract farming offers supermarkets a legal framework to radically transform supply chains—not simply to make them more efficient. It transfers power in commodity markets away from the numerous other private actors with whom supermarkets must engage when they source via the traditional supply chain—village aggregators, wholesale traders, large commission agents like Prasad, and the owners of private wholesale markets like Kolay. And in West Bengal, where small farmers dominate the agricultural landscape, firms can use contract farming to circumvent these other more powerful intermediaries while simultaneously taking advantage of the fragmentation of agricultural land and the inequalities of bargaining power that are endemic to small farmers.270

Most significantly, contract farming changes how market control is exercised. As we have seen, under the current regime, farmers often rely on agents who facilitate sales for a commission. Sometimes there is competition among agents for the farmer’s price. Sometimes, however, these sales are interlinked. Bigger agents, such as Prasad and his family, will provide credit, and farmers will promise to dedicate their fields to them (which is not unlike contract farming—although Prasad was quick to argue that he does not provide seeds or in any way constrain farmers’ production decisions). And in West Bengal local cartels dominate staple agricultural sectors, such as rice, potato, and mustard seed oil.271 None of this is in writing. Instead, it is based on a combination of sociality, trust, patronage, coercion, and informal control.

Under liberalization, these kinds of informally interlinked arrangements between farmers and large economic actors stand to become formal contracts between farmers and vastly more dominant actors. Indeed,

270. Studies indeed suggest that small farmers are attractive partners precisely because, with less marketable surplus and bargaining power, they are more compliant and dependent on firms than larger farmers. See, e.g., Pratap S. Birthal, P.K. Joshi & Ashok Gulati, Vertical Coordination in High-Value Food Commodities: Implications for Smallholders 21 (Int’l Food Pol’y Res. Inst., MTID Discussion Paper No. 85, 2005). At the same time, however, there are transaction costs involved in aggregating produce, and small farmers may lack the capacity to meet the rigorous quality standards demanded by supermarkets. Hence, many analysts predict that, ultimately, in most developing regions “[r]etail concentration will cascade, sooner or later, into supplier concentration.” Reardon et al., The Rapid Rise of Supermarkets in Developing Countries, supra note 30, at 62.

271. See HARRISS-WHITE, supra note 108, at 146–212.
supermarkets in West Bengal aspire for a similar kind of oligopolistic power that principal wholesale actors presently command. But they cannot exercise their power through identical means—that is, through the same kinds of longstanding relations of patronage and ad hoc negotiations with the state. As corporations, supermarkets are responsive to shareholders who require governance practices like audit statements, standardized accounting, professional organization, and management expertise. As such, they must exercise control—at least in part—through means that can be made transparent and legitimate to states and shareholders, and in forms that are cognizable to the national and international financial and legal bureaucracies that govern them. Formal state authorization of contract farming is thus critical to corporate retail operations.

But, to be clear, it would be too simple to describe this potential shift as one from reputation-based networks that facilitate personal exchange to law-based institutions that facilitate anonymous, impersonal trade—as contract scholars often describe the societal progression from traditional to modern markets.\(^{272}\) This standard description misses important particularities of both the current Indian situation as well as the likely configuration of any potential transition. First, as I suggested above, in Indian wholesale markets, agents indeed use reputational networks created through repetitive exchange. But they do so to link together what is otherwise a mass of anonymous sellers and buyers. Brokerage, in other words, is a trust-based institution that facilitates expansive networks of already impersonal trade.\(^{273}\) Second, supermarkets’ own promise of corporate governance and accountability depends upon supply chain traceability not anonymity.\(^{274}\) Supermarkets use standards to identify suppliers and connect them to a different and larger-scale kind of reputational web—one that deals in the perceived trustworthiness of the corporation to know and monitor its suppliers via private agreements that can be legitimated—or at least not contravened—by state law.

Third, although state-sanctioned contract law is therefore necessary to legitimate supermarket operations in this way, it is unlikely that in West Bengal any firm would opt to rely on law-based institutions for
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\(^{272}\) Avner Grief, for example, lays out this common typology. See Avner Grief, *The Birth of Impersonal Exchange: The Community Responsibility System and Impartial Justice*, J. Econ. Perspectives, Spring 2006, at 221, 222.

\(^{273}\) Indeed, scholars have persistently described the Indian bazaar, far from a “premodern arena of personalized exchange,” as “a vast intermediate network” that through “ties of kinship and idioms of clan and caste fueled the colonial economy via vast networks of credit, wholesale, and retail trade, and the financing of commodity production.” *Birla*, supra note 123, at 9–10.

\(^{274}\) See Minten et al., *supra* note 95, at 41.
contract enforcement. This is both because of the problems and backlogs endemic to Indian lower courts and because large firms presume that social and political sympathies for small farmers would prejudice any public contest between them.\textsuperscript{275} Instead, in this particular context, desires for legally cognizable contracts go hand in hand with explicit expectations of extralegal contract enforcement.\textsuperscript{276} For example, some of the farmers I spoke with debated whether they could simply breach if contract prices fell below market ones; they did not worry about lawsuits but rather that the “company’s men” would in some way police them. For their parts, corporate actors not only discussed how they could liberalize the market via formal contracts but also how they could simultaneously embed \textit{themselves} within informal social networks. For example, Sehgal (of Metro Cash & Carry) hoped that the Model APMC Act would eventually legalize contract farming in West Bengal. But like other corporate representatives I interviewed, he dismissed the idea of public-order contract enforcement. “As a large company,” he explained, “my contract cannot be enforced. If I sign a contract and the price is five but the market is ten, no one will sell to me, I can’t go to court. So it is better to build trust.”\textsuperscript{277} Jalan likewise proposed that he aspired to build what he called not a fully “professional” model but rather a “hybrid” one. For example, he explained that, like more traditional market actors, the Keventer Group too extends credit to farmers without formal security (here he discussed farmers who produced mangos for Keventer’s food processing operations):

[I]n the month of November, December, we would just go and throw away money to all the farmers, you know . . . millions and hundreds of millions of Indian rupees just goes out to the farmers, because that’s when they need it. Now, when the season starts, in the month of May, after six months . . . I don’t have any security; I don’t have any paper; [I’ve] just given the money—I hope to collect it back through mangos.\textsuperscript{278}

In other words, even as they push for the formal legalization of contract farming, corporate actors simultaneously labor to coordinate market

\textsuperscript{275}. On the problems of Indian lower courts, see Marc Galanter & Jayanth K. Krishnan, “\textit{Bread for the Poor}”: Access to Justice and the Rights of the Needy in India, 55 \textit{HASTINGS L.J.} 789, 829 (2004). It is equally unlikely that farmers would instigate legal actions against firms. Recognizing this, the Model APMC Act recommends the creation of (unspecified) local forms of private arbitration. \textit{See} Salient Features of the Model Act on Agricultural Marketing, \textit{supra} note 200, at Addendum on Contract Farming Agreement § IX.
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\textsuperscript{278}. Interview with Jalan, \textit{supra} note 92.
activity through practices of loyalty, clientalism, dependency, and trust (suggesting that in India, as in many other modern capitalist economies, the difference between contract and trust-based relations is not as stark as one might think). As the historian Natalie Zemon Davis argues “modern market relations continue[] to be ‘embedded’ with other institutions and practices. . . . Commercial operations on both local and international scale are informed by legal contract and calculations of rational interest, on the one hand, and by ‘liens de clientele,’ on the other.”

And for Keventer’s Fresh, as for many other market actors, clientelism works in tandem with capital extraction. Jalan put the economics of contract farming bluntly. Contracts, Jalan suggested, flourish under monopsonistic economic conditions:

In countries like China, Africa, Eastern Europe, former USSR— where [contract farming is] really growing—why is it really growing? Because the products that they are cultivating, it’s not something which is easily saleable in the local vicinity. So they need people to take the stuff out and sell it somewhere. In India the problem is that everything that a person grows it can be sold in the local vicinity, you know, so then the farmer is like, ‘should I sell local? Should I give to the company? Who gives me a better price? Who gives me better terms?’ So it’s going to be a bit challenging.

In India, Jalan explained, supermarkets must constantly compete with the possibility of farmers “selling local,” that is, of negotiating for better prices via existing markets that are sustained by India’s large population and capacity for domestic consumption. By contrast, he reported that:

I [did] some cultivation in Ukraine. Now, Ukraine’s population is so small, if I grow 10,000 acres [of] bananas there, with 2 month’s crop I could feed the entire country. So the balance of 9 months or 8 months, I have to take the product out of the country. That’s why contract farming is really successful. And contract farming is suc-

279. Cf. Peter A. Hall & David Soskice, An Introduction to Varieties of Capitalism, in VARIETIES OF CAPITALISM: THE INSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE 1, 8 (Peter A. Hall & David Soskice eds., 2001). In their analysis of advanced industrial capitalist economies, Hall and Soskice describe “coordinated market economies” where firms are likely to use non-market relations, incomplete contracting, and collaborative interaction to organize market activity. They distinguish coordinated market economies from “liberal market economies,” which are more often characterized by arm’s-length exchange, formal contracts, and the kinds of “calculations stressed by neoclassical economics.” Id. Scholars have also observed how relational trade networks “can execute informal contracts that enjoy efficiencies unavailable to formal, arm’s-length transactions.” For a description and references to some of this literature, see Barak D. Richman, How Community Institutions Create Economic Advantage: Jewish Diamond Merchants in New York, 31 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 383, 409 (2006).
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cessful for stuff like jatropha, soya, which actually needs to go to a company to be able to do something—it cannot be sold in the local market. Tobacco—very successful. Because if a farmer grows tobacco, who will he sell to? He has to sell to a tobacco company. So that’s where contract farming can be really, really effective. For fruits and vegetables, if you have a high consumption, you know, and a market very nearby, it is slightly more complicated.

In other words, supermarkets need not only particular legal rules and social relations; they also need a particular configuration of market conditions to make farmers maximally dependent on them and therefore willing to accept and comply with contract terms. So far this is not yet the case in West Bengal—especially for fresh fruits and vegetables where small farmers and traders can still access numerous decentralized local markets, assess prices, and make production decisions based on local conditions. Consistent with this analysis, the few studies thus far to specifically examine supermarket procurement of fresh produce in India report very low levels of formal contractual coordination. Bill Pritchard, C.P. Gracy, and Michelle Godwin, for example, describe more informal and “relatively loosely coordinated arrangements” that, they argue, “reflect[ ] the particularities of the ‘Indian condition.’” These authors suggest a critical question: will these more informal arrangements in India become their own institutionalized reality that can sustain India’s food economy, including, I would add, the vast numbers of small producers that comprise it? Or will these arrangements give way to more liberal models of market coordination “as conditions in India emulate those prevailing elsewhere?”

As this question indicates, how contractual relations unfold on the ground depend upon diverse contextual conditions. And there is evidence to suggest that some Indian farmers have benefitted from corporate contractual arrangements, although studies also report endemic
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problems with delayed payment, 286 nontransparent pricing systems, 287 and one-sided contract terms. 288 Indeed, according to the former Indian Secretary of Agriculture, “in most of the existing models, the contracts protect company interests at the cost of the farmer and do not cover the farmer’s production risk.” 289 Other studies report gains in income but alongside concerns about higher chemical input intensity and unsustainable cultivation. 290 Scholars, moreover, warn that given the challenges of research methodology 291 and scant long-term studies, 292 empirical data remains inconclusive.

But rather than ask whether farmers may make small welfare gains or losses depending on how specific contracts are designed, 293 my aim in
this article has been to trace more broadly what is at stake—ideologically and politically—in the reorganization of food markets. This case study of West Bengal thus examines how different markets for food operate according to different principles and require different kinds of state involvement to exist as they do. It also points to some of the transformations that must occur for markets in fresh produce to become increasingly scalable—that is, less reliant on spot interaction facilitated by relational networks and more accessible to and easily navigated by regional, national, and transnational corporate actors. These are transformations that global markets depend upon.

In this particular case, the CPIM was laissez-faire enough in its oversight of food supply chains that a rather under-regulated market sprang up, one that allowed for rapid price fluctuations and the value of fresh fruits and vegetables to be determined by a market system. To that end, it also enabled many small traders and agents to participate in market circulation and competitive exchange. This article thus describes existing fresh fruit and vegetable markets, embedded in social relations, as providing some measure of equity for small farmers and traders. And it complicates a competing story about large corporate supermarkets as providing clearly superior forms of market efficiency and doing so by instituting new forms of market governance that depend primarily on formal liberal legal rules.

There is some irony here: over the past few decades, we have witnessed an explosion of neoliberal development initiatives aimed at replacing social engineering from above with programs devoted to creating new entrepreneurial market-embedded individuals from below—for example, myriad kinds of “micro-finance” and “micro-enterprise” projects designed to help the citizens of the Global South learn how to participate in markets. At the same time, however, India’s own small-scale capitalist farmers must now worry that contract farming will limit their ability to access markets and market information if the innumerable small trades that happen daily in haats and mandis are replaced by less transparent and more uniform contracts with a few powerful buyers. Nor, as I have shown, do many wish to trade long-term contracts for opportunities to profit from daily (even hourly) market fluctuations for fresh fruits and vegetables—at least from fluctuations in markets that they understand.

Of course, West Bengal’s commodity markets are idiosyncratic in
their own way. They were regulated, first, to privilege local commercial elite and then to exclude far more powerful national and multinational corporate actors. So they are by no means an ideal type of free market. But perhaps they are closer to the economist’s free market than the standardized, centralized, large-scale contractual forms of exchange required to support a supermarket ever would be in West Bengal. This is an irony that is not lost on left Indian activists. Consider the work of Sanhati, an international civil society organization dedicated “to fighting neoliberalism in Bengal and beyond.”

One of its founders, the scientist and activist Dr. Partho Sarathi Ray, explained that to protest corporate retail he and other Marxist allies created the Forum Against Monopolistic Aggression—a somewhat “unholy” alliance among socialists, petty traders, and businessmen. Leftists too, he insisted, were fighting for free markets.

**CONCLUSION: LOGICS OF RESISTANCE AND REFORM**

As even the leftist activist fighting neoliberalism in Bengal suggests, none of my interlocutors expressed a desire to live outside of markets. Rather they are debating how and by whom food markets should be controlled—under what set of public and private rules and what corresponding vision of economic justice. To be sure, the status of food as a market commodity has a particularly dark history in Bengal. Under colonial directives, peasants shifted from producing foodgrains to more lucrative commercial crops and undermined their own capacity for self-sustenance and food security as a result. When war inflation drove up the price of food more than the wage of labor (especially agricultural labor), people could not afford to purchase food that was available via markets. Over the course of one year, beginning in 1943, nearly 3.5 million people in Bengal died in the world’s most devastating modern famine. In 1959, left opposition parties gained popular support as part
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299. AMARTYA SEN, POVERTY AND FAMINES: AN ESSAY ON ENTITLEMENT AND DEPRIVATION 75–78 (1981); Amartya Sen, Famines as Failures of Exchange Entitlements, 11 Econ. & Pol. Wkly. 1273, 1279–80 (1976). Some of my interviews with farmers—who feared that supermarkets would hoard goods in order to control prices—suggest that memory of the famine continues to influence collective consciousness. See supra notes 244 & 245 and accompanying text.
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of a food movement demanding that the ruling Congress party, among other things, fix the price of rice.\footnote{Food Movement of 1959: Documenting a Turning Point in the History of West Bengal xi (Suranjan Das & Premansu Kumar Bandyopadhyay eds., 2004).} But even under the CPIM-led government, the majority of food in West Bengal (as in the rest of India) reaches consumers via markets.\footnote{See Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 389.} As such, the pressing policy question is not whether to embrace or attack a market system. Rather it is how competing ideas of markets stand to advance or harm the interests of the majority of India’s citizens who are poor.\footnote{For a similar argument, see James Ferguson, Toward a Left Art of Government: From ‘Foucauldian Critique’ to Foucauldian Politics, Hist. Hum. Sci., Oct. 2011, at 61, 65–67.} I therefore conclude by offering some overarching policy considerations—but I do so here in only the broadest of terms (a detailed analysis of these policy arguments is the subject of another paper).

To begin, as my comparison of existing and corporate-driven markets suggests, there are serious problems with the status quo. It has important redeeming features. Most prominently, existing markets are spaces where numerous economic actors can sustain themselves and their dependents through longstanding market relations while linking together diverse and widespread sites of exchange—circulating food throughout the country via methods, I might add, that depend far less on fossil fuels than the highly capitalized supply chains of the West. But at the same time, in traditional wholesale markets, this crowded mass of small farmers and small traders are often beholden in various ways to more powerful wholesalers, agents, and moneylenders, who govern via extralegal rules and the opaque patronage of the state.\footnote{See Harriss-White, supra note 125, at 409.} Given this two-tiered structure of dependency and control, analysts of India’s informal markets in fact warn against distinguishing too sharply between self-employment and wage labor.\footnote{See Jan Breman, The Informal Sector, in The Oxford India Companion to Sociology and Social Anthropology, supra note 110, at 1287, 1300.}

The existing informal system is therefore not defensible, at least not in its entirety. I thus dissent somewhat from the famous Indian scientist and activist Vandana Shiva when she argues that “in a country with large numbers of people, and high levels of poverty, the [existing model] is the most appropriate in terms of ecological sustainability and economic viability,” without also offering critical suggestions for reform.\footnote{Vandana Shiva, Navdanya & Res. Found. for Sct., Tech. & Ecology, Corporate Hijack of Retail: Retail Dictatorship vs. Retail Democracy 6 (2007).} Criticisms of West Bengal’s commodity markets are both appropriate and necessary, and state policymakers should ask how a different set of
rules could equalize, potentially in some ways formalize, and make them more genuinely competitive.

At the same time, I agree with Shiva and other Indian activists that the answer cannot be corporate domination. Most basically, supermarket-led development means that large retail chains will restructure markets in their own interests. There is plenty of evidence to suggest how this will unfold. Throughout the world, the unprecedented economic concentration in food retail has coincided with growing economic inequality in food distribution and consumption. As Philip McMichael and Harriet Friedmann argue, whereas the postwar turn to mass consumption in the industrialized countries of the West was at least informed by egalitarian ideals, our current food system explicitly “differentiates by creating distinctly different types of food for rich and poor consumers, including distinction by price (Whole Foods versus Wal-Mart), and nothing for those without money.”

Indeed, at the same time as quality standards for privileged consumers threaten the livelihoods of small farmers across the Global South, “[w]orldwide, supermarket diets for the working poor converge on a narrowing base of staple grains, increasing consumption of animal protein, edible oils, salt and sugar, and declining dietary fibre . . . .” This growing divide between transnational classes of the rich and poor suggests deep inequalities and failures in the markets that link production and consumption at the most basic level of social reproduction.

Thus, the markets of West Bengal, and India more broadly, should not be seen as an evolutionary step towards the corporate driven markets of the West. Nor, however, should they be replaced with direct state control. Then-APMC chair Narayan Chatterjee, for example, proposed that in West Bengal the government could supplant both the corporate firm and the current extensive configuration of local traders by purchasing agricultural produce directly from farmers and arranging a cool chain and storage system throughout the state. “We try to destroy the middleman system” and “also to challenge the corporat[ion],” he explained; thus, the “government” will play “the role of the middleman.”

This suggestion is not surprising: by long privileging certain elite local trading firms to engage in large-scale government procurements, the CPIM has prefigured the logic of the supermarket chain by insisting that food distribution requires certain kinds of highly centralized and capitalized interventions. But as Harriss-White rightly cautions,
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309. Interview with Naren Chatterjee, Chairman, West Bengal State Marketing Board, in Kolkata, West Bengal (Nov. 11, 2010).
“state trading and storage institutions and cooperatives do not have a distinguished track record of regulating private markets by means of competition.”

What, then, are the alternatives? Must we assume that the actors and rules governing markets—be they via the state or local private institutions—should invariably favor capital concentration? That is, must we assume that production and distribution of food is, as Marc Levinson writes, “a job for the big”—big business, a big state, or, in some regulatory combination, both—but not a job for the small?

From the vantage point of state regulation, there are two basic legal approaches to answering this question (which, again, I only sketch here). The first is grounded in theories of consumer welfare. Proponents of this approach argue that the proper scale, size, and capital concentration of markets depend on what will produce maximally “efficient” prices for consumers. This idea of consumer welfare is now rapidly globalizing throughout the developing world. Its roots, however, are in American history, culture, and politics. Historian Lizabeth Cohen, for example, traces the rise in postwar America of the “purchaser consumer,” who would advance economic recovery and national wellbeing literally by spending on consumption. In the 1970s and 1980s, the interests of the purchaser consumer became governed by the law and economics idea of “optimal prices” enshrined in our now dominant interpretations of antitrust law expounded most famously by Robert Bork and Richard Posner.

The idea, in brief, is that large-scale economic concentration is permissible, even desirable, provided it produces competitive consumer prices. It is this legal and political ideology that has enabled the retail
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312. See Roger D. Blair & D. Daniel Sokol, Welfare Standards in U.S. and E.U. Antitrust Enforcement, 81 Fordham L. Rev. 2497, 2502 (2013) (suggesting that within antitrust/competition law “it seems to be consumer welfare that is the standard on which there is increasing international convergence”).
314. Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumer’s Republic: The Politics of Mass Consumption in Postwar America 18–19 (2003). Cohen contrasts the “purchaser consumer” with the “citizen consumer” who demanded rights, safety, and equal treatment in the marketplace, but ultimately, she argues, became a less dominant paradigm for consumption in the United States. Id.
configuration of very large corporations that we have today.\footnote{Whitman, supra note 313, at 372 (“The primacy of consumer economic interest [in U.S. antitrust law] has come to seem so self-evident that it hardly requires any effort at justification.”). It is worth noting that some analysts argue that market concentration in the United States has produced less competitive, higher food prices, suggesting a failure of antitrust regulation. See, e.g., Mitchell, supra note 51, at 136 (arguing that “[b]etween 1991 and 2001, consumer prices rose by 28 percent, while the producer price index for groceries, which approximates the wholesale price paid by supermarkets, increased by only 14 percent. The culprit was likely the massive wave of mergers that occurred during the 1990s”); Rigoberto A. Lopez et al., Market Power and/or Efficiency: A Structural Approach, 20 Rev. Indus. Org. 115, 123 (2002) (studying U.S. food processing industries and arguing that greater concentration increases price in most sectors). See also Patel, supra note 297, at 104; Katy Mamen, Steven Gorelick, Helena Norberg-Hodge & Diana Deumling, Ripe for Change: Rethinking California’s Food Economy 20 (2004).}

Of course, the very idea of consumer welfare—what kinds of economic arrangements and opportunities best serve people in their identities as consumers—is far more complex than I can adequately dissect here. Suffice it to say, however, that it need not be defined narrowly as the lowest possible prices in the immediate term,\footnote{Nor, I should add, is it clear that supermarkets in developing countries will invariably provide more competitive prices than traditional markets, particularly for fresh products. See Sukhpal Singh, Controlling Food Inflation: Do Supermarkets Have a Role?, Econ. & Pol. Wkly., Apr. 30, 2011, at 20 (summarizing empirical studies of supermarket prices in several developing countries that report higher prices for fresh fruits and vegetables as well for other items). Moreover, even if supermarkets offer competitive consumer prices for staple goods, not all consumers will benefit equally. See, e.g., Minten et al., supra note 62, at 1784–85 (reporting mostly competitive prices for basic foods in supermarkets in Delhi but observing that in traditional markets, poor consumers can “negotiate lower prices . . . as compared to richer customers,” and are unlikely to gain from supermarkets’ focus on branded and prepackaged items or bulk sales).} but rather can be made contingent upon a range of social and political conditions that inform what constitutes “efficient” production, circulation, and hence prices, and which can change over time affecting the competitive advantages of different—and differently sized—firms. These conditions may include environmental costs, land and food supply sustainability, existing infrastructure, such as roads and means of transportation, as well as compliance with labor, minimum wage, and antidiscrimination laws, and the ability to produce and trade with or without state subsidies. Likewise, a consumer welfare perspective can accommodate explicit distributional considerations. Consider, for example, these comments by Peter Timmer:

[The ultimate impact of supermarkets in developing countries will be on the level and distribution of improved welfare for consumers . . . . What happens to small farmers, traditional traders, and family-run retail shops will be factors in both the size of welfare gains and their distribution, but many other factors will also come into play. . . . A political process, informed (we hope) by good economic analysis, will then determine the nature of compensatory actions needed so that]
losers in this revolution do not end up in poverty.\textsuperscript{318} The basic claim here is that markets should be structured to allow economic actors to generate a maximum amount of “welfare” for consumers and that some of these gains should be redistributed via political means to compensate those who find themselves newly unemployed.\textsuperscript{319}

But consumer welfare—in any of its myriad political and social formulations—is not the only market discourse currently at play in India. The competing approach places greater emphasis on Indians in their identities as producers. Given the very high number of Indians who work in agriculture and retail—again the two largest employment sectors in the country—ideologies of consumer welfare are unlikely to capture broad-based political support unless they consider producer security and the livelihoods of small farmers and traders at the outset—that is, not as a matter of ex post compensation but rather as intrinsic principles to organize agricultural and retail markets.

As a set of legal rules governing markets, producerist policies have more affinities with the capitalist legal systems in continental European countries such as Germany and France.\textsuperscript{320} From this perspective, competition laws may legitimately protect supply-side market actors against “unfair” trade practices and, for that reason, potentially limit the market share of dominant firms.\textsuperscript{321} Likewise, to protect the interests of smaller competitors, retail laws may prohibit loss leader strategies (selling goods under cost); regulate store hours, square footage, what kinds of goods are offered, and when sales may be announced; and limit store density and predatory pricing in a given jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{322} “Producerist” legal systems, in other words, prioritize a different set of (internally diverse) economic interests. Like more “consumerist” legal systems, they too can overlap with left and right political ideas, but they all refuse “to treat . . . threats to the consumer economic interest as the most important threats facing the law.”\textsuperscript{323} As James Whitman thus argues in his comparative analysis of American and continental European legal systems governing markets: “the real debate is not about some clear economic choice for the community” but rather is “one between two incommensurable
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visions of what counts as justice in a modern economy.”

Many Indian activists have expressed their opposition to corporate retail in producerist terms. To offer a few better-known examples, the Frontline journalist V. Sridhar and the historian Vijay Prashad have argued that in India it is the wealthy who “have the option of being consumers first, the poor are primarily producers eking out a living”—growers, traders, retailers, and others who depend upon the existing supply chain. Or the policy analyst Mohan Guruswamy and his coauthors put the point like this: “It is true that it is in the consumer’s best interest to obtain his goods and services at the lowest possible price. But this is a privilege for the individual consumer and it cannot, in any circumstance, override the responsibility of any society to provide economic security for its population.” In this particular estimation, broad-based economic security turns on supply-side access to livelihoods, not demand-side access to consumption. West Bengal Finance Minister Asim Dasgupta captured some of these ideas in his 2010–2011 budget speech setting forth priorities for state governance when he called for an “alternative policy” concerned not only with “the growth of production as such, but growth of production in a manner that increases employment as high as possible” and that reduces “monopolistic powers and create[s] . . . opportunity for a wide number of producers.”

Alongside, and often embedded within, these invocations of producerist interests in India is another set of concerns that likewise cannot be captured in a consumer welfare paradigm—namely, that economic policy should be concerned not only with growth or even distribution, but also with the kinds of economic arrangements that allow individuals greater political control over their own lives and communities. For example, the Indian “Movement for Retail Democracy,” an alliance of traders, hawkers, farmers, workers, and civil society allies, invoked the famous “Quit India” resolution against British colonialism when it issued its own “Quit Retail” resolution against all corporations. This political association has pledged to uphold “people’s own
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self-organizational capacities.” In this sense, it recalls swadeshi—the early twentieth century independence movement that in Bengal became an important vehicle to protest colonial partitioning by, among other things, boycotting foreign products. Swadeshi later became an important Gandhian idea of economic self-sufficiency as a precondition for self-rule. As phrases like “retail democracy” or “Quit India” suggest, these arguments on behalf of producers demand that policymakers attend to the political consequences of the concentration of economic power in domestic and transnational corporations, and they imply that core political freedoms can depend on smaller-scale, local production, and control.

So where does this survey of conflicting interests and legal ideologies leave India’s food markets? A key premise of this article has been that attention to local (legal and extralegal) practice is necessary to make sense of political resistance to, and the social and distributional stakes of, economic change. It thus used ethnographic analysis of the micro-practices of production and trade among farmers and wholesalers in West Bengal to examine macro-regulatory questions, including the creation of formal food economies and the centralization and consolidation of food supply chains. To be sure, one case analysis does not suffice to form national policy recommendations (although policymakers have proceeded on less). What this case does, however, plainly suggest is that as states like West Bengal continue to refuse to legalize contract farming
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and to permit foreign direct investment in the retailing of food (issues being intensely debated as this article goes to press), there will be no clear, let alone clearly desirable, road from the present configuration of small-scale capitalism to the corporate dominance of food markets that we currently experience in the West. Nor should we anticipate or allow simple invocations of consumer welfare to readily or automatically serve as a policy trump in favor of capital concentration. To the contrary, in India, ideas of social welfare remain intricately tied to populist political strategies, activist demands for democratic self-governance, and the economic self-interest of the hundreds of millions of entrepreneurial Indians whose livelihoods depend on servicing the country’s existing food supply chains. Taken together, these forces may yet materialize into a sustained ideological and economic challenge, if not also some practicable suggestions for market reform.